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DG COMPETITION AT A GLANCE
30 seconds to understand DG COMP
798 staﬀ
members

WHO WE ARE:
• European Commission’s Directorate-General for Competition,
located in Brussels
• Leadership team: EU Commissioner for Competition Margrethe Vestager,
and Director-General for Competition Johannes Laitenberger
a PQ>ȲJBJ?BOP

OUR MISSION:
Making markets work better - enabling the Commission to make markets deliver
JLOB?BKBȳQPQL@LKPRJBOP ?RPFKBPPBP>KAPL@FBQV>P>TELIB

OUR VALUES:
•
•
a
•
•
a

Relevance
Quality
0MBBABȵ@FBK@V
Impartiality
Highest standards
#ȲB@QFSB@LJJRKF@>QFLK

OUR MANDATE:
Enforcing EU competition rules, as contained in the Treaty on the Functioning of
QEB#ROLMB>K2KFLK1$#2 QLJ>HB#2J>OHBQPTLOH?BQQBO >KAQLQEB?BKBȳQ
of consumers, businesses, and the European economy.

Abc
def

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES:
•
•
•
•

antitrust and cartel policy
merger control
State aid control
promoting competition culture and international cooperation in the area of
competition policy
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EU competition policy and enforcement
Keeping the
Single Market
open and eﬃcient

Ensuring a level
playing ﬁeld
throughout the EU

Contributing
to Commission’s
priorities

Promoting
competition
culture

Empowering
businesses
and consumers

Enforcement in 2016
ANTITRUST & CARTELS
• €3.75 billion in ﬁnes
• 10 decisions
STATE AID
• enforcement: 540 decisions
• recovery: 11 decisions and 52 pending
recovery cases (on 31/12/2016)
• amounts recovered: €18.4 million
• use of General Block Exemption Regulation:
95% of total registered cases
MERGERS
355 decisions
(328 clearances
& 27 interventions,
including 1
prohibition)
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!SQRMKCP@CLCȏRQGL

Our strategy

The observable customer savings from cartel prohibition decisions ranged between
€6.8 and 10.2 billion, while those resulting from horizontal merger interventions
were in the range of €7.4-18.5 billion.

PRESIDENT JUNCKER’S
10 PRIORITIES FOR HIS
COMMISSION

Partnerships
National Competition Authorities
(NCAs) in EU Member States:
• together with the NCAs, the
Commission enforces the EU
competition rules (1000+ decisions
since 2004)

State Aid Modernisation
programme implementation:

Bilateral:
• dedicated agreements with
competition agencies in USA,
Canada, Switzerland, Japan,
and Korea

• High Level Forum between the
Commission and the Member States,
with the objective of streamlining
rules and making faster decisions to
foster growth and focus enforcement
on cases with the biggest impact on
the internal market

• competition chapters as part
of free trade agreements, in
last two years in particular with
competition agencies in Tunisia,
Japan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Mexico,
Indonesia, Philippines

Inter-institutional:

• re-opening dialogue with Mercosur

• structured dialogue with the European
Parliament (ECON, Committee on
#@LKLJF@>KA+LKBQ>OVȲ>FOP 
and engagement with the European
Economic and Social Committee and
the Committee of the Regions

• monitoring the implementation
of the EU competition acquis,
including the State aid rules,
in countries like Ukraine
and Moldova

International:

• Memoranda of Understanding with
the Russian Federation, India, Brazil,
China and South Africa

• the Commission is active in all
international fora devoted to
competition, including the ICN
(founding member), OECD, UNCTAD,
the WTO, and the World Bank

• New Boost for Jobs, Growth and
Investment
• Connected Digital Single Market
• Resilient Energy Union with
a Forward- Looking Climate
Change Policy
• Deeper and Fairer Internal Market
with a Strengthened Industrial
Base
• Deeper and Fairer Economic and
Monetary Union
• Reasonable and Balanced Free
Trade Agreement with the USA
• Area of Justice and Fundamental
Rights based on Mutual Trust
• Towards a New Policy on
Migration
• A Stronger Global Actor
• A Union of Democratic Change

The 10
Juncker Priorities

President Juncker's
mission letter to
the Commissioner
for Competition

DG Competition's
Strategic Plan 2016-2020
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“Dear Margrethe,
[…] Competition policy is one of the
areas where the Commission has
exclusive competence and action in
RFGQȏCJBUGJJ@CICWRMRFCQSAACQQMD
MSPHM@Q?LBEPMURF?ECLB? 'RQFMSJB
AMLRPG@SRCRMQRCCPGLEGLLMT?RGML?LB
K?IGLEK?PICRQBCJGTCPAJC?P@CLCȏRQ
RMAMLQSKCPQ @SQGLCQQCQ?LBQMAGCRW
?Q?UFMJC
[…]
"SPGLEMSPK?LB?RC 'UMSJBJGICWMS
to focus on the following:

Jean-Claude Juncker,
President
of the European Commission

b +M@GJGQGLEAMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAWRMMJQ
?LBK?PICRCVNCPRGQCQMRF?RRFCW
AMLRPG@SRC ?Q?NNPMNPG?RC RMMSP
HM@Q?LBEPMURF?ECLB? GLAJSBGLE
in areas such as the digital single
K?PICR CLCPEWNMJGAW ȏL?LAG?J
services, industrial policy, and the

ȏEFR?E?GLQRR?VCT?QGML 'LRFGQ
AMLRCVRGRUGJJ@CGKNMPR?LRRM
ICCNBCTCJMNGLE?LCAMLMKGA
as well as a legal approach to
the assessment of competition
issues and to further develop
K?PICRKMLGRMPGLEGLQSNNMPR
MDRFC@PM?BCP?ARGTGRGCQMDRFC
!MKKGQQGML
b .SPQSGLE?LCȎCARGTCCLDMPACKCLR
of competition rules in the areas
of antitrust and cartels, mergers
and State aid, maintaining
competition instruments aligned
UGRFK?PICRBCTCJMNKCLRQ ?Q
well as promoting a competition
ASJRSPCGLRFC#3?LBUMPJBUGBC
• Maintaining and strengthening
the Commission’s reputation
worldwide and promoting
international cooperation in this
?PC? }

DG COMPETITION’S STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2016-2020
How is DG Competition’s mission
accomplished?

In line with the President’s Political
Priorities and the Mission Letter, the
Strategic Plan sets out DG COMP’s
JFPPFLK>KAPQO>QBDVCLOQEBKBUQȳSB
years.

EU competition policy aims to protect
QEBBȵ@FBKQCRK@QFLKFKDLCJ>OHBQP
from competition distortions, whether
originating from Member States
(distortive State aid), market players
(distortive unilateral or coordinated
behaviour), or mergers that would
PFDKFȳ@>KQIVFJMBABBȲB@QFSB
competition. This is done by enforcing
competition rules, namely antitrust/
cartels, merger control and State aid
@LKQOLITEBKQEB!LJJFPPFLKȳKAP
evidence of unlawful behaviour, and
through actions aimed at ensuring
that regulation takes competition
duly into account among other public
policy interests.
However, competition is not an end in
FQPBIC 'Q@LKQOF?RQBPQLQEBBȵ@FBKQRPB
of society’s scarce res, technological
development and innovation, a better
choice of products and services, lower
prices, higher quality and greater

productivity in the economy as a
whole. EU competition policy actively
contributes to the wider Commission
objectives, such as boosting jobs,
growth and investment, a connected
Digital Single Market, a resilient Energy
Union with a forward-looking climate
change policy, a deeper and fairer
Internal Market with a strengthened
industrial base and a deeper and fairer
Economic and Monetary Union.

Who are DG Competition’s
key stakeholders?
1EBJ>FK?BKBȳ@F>OFBPLC
EU competition policy are European
citizens, businesses operating in
the EU and society as a whole.
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Monthly top tweets
January 2016
February 2016

@EU_Competition1HU

EU Competition

:[H[LHPK!@EU_CommissionJVUJS\KLZBelgian Excess
7YVÄ[[H_ZJOLTLPSSLNHShttp://europa.eu/!PN69rf

Top Tweet LHYULKPTWYLZZPVUZ
º:L[[PUNWYPVYP[PLZPUHU[P[Y\Z[»ZWLLJO
I`*VTTPZZPVULY@vestager[VKH`PU
)Y\ZZLSZ!
europa.eu/!yN43pq

CJEGSKQ|#VACQQ.PMȏR}R?VQAFCKC

6
€mmillion

10
0
€million

.PMȏR
?ARS?JJW
recorded
from
?ARGTGRGCQ
GL CJEGSK



|#VACQQ.PMȏR}
|#VACQQ

March 2016

NOT
TAXED

4
€mmillion
TAXED
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Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
&WNMRFCRGA?J?TCP?ECNPMȏR
&WNMRFC
C
?QR?LB ?JMLCAMKN?LWGL
?AMKN?P?@JCQGRS?RGML
?AMKN?
?
AMKN?
UMSJBF?TCK?BC
U
UMS
JBF

:[H[LHPK!@EU_Commission
H\[OVYPZLZZ\WWVY[MVY4L[Zp-PIYL
IPVWYVK\J[W\SWTPSSPU-PUSHUK
europa.eu/!wj86WB

%BUBTPVSDFӀ0OMZJO#FMHJVNӀCSPDIVSFȁNJOҨOGHPWCF
NӀCSPDIVSFȁNJOҨOGHPWCF
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April 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK

2PTWYLZZPVUZ

(U[P[Y\Z[!@EU_Commission PUMVYTZ.VVNSLVM(UKYVPK
*VUJLYUZ
europa.eu/!MP64hp
europa.eu/!jc66JG
pic.twitter.com/VZkPfzAbaK

May 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
:[H[LHPK!@EU_CommissionNP]LZ
ÄUHSHWWYV]HS[VL_PZ[PUNN\HYHU[LL
JLSSPUNMVY.LYTHU/:/5VYKIHUR
europa.eu/!Cu39un

Commission concern: Google’s Android strategy
to protect its search engine on mobile
Payments not to
install other
search engines

Google
Play Store
can only be
pre-installed with

Google
Search

and

Search

Conditions imposed on mobile
manufacturers and mobile
network operators

Google
Chrome

Requiremen
competing ope t not to use
rating systems
(Android "forks")

browser

Competition











June 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
:[H[LHPK!@EU_Commission
JSLHYZJSVZ\YLVMSPNUP[LÄYLKWV^LY
WSHU[ZPU.LYTHU`
europa.eu/!Hm63Ty
8
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July 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
@EU_Commission VYKLYZ:WHPU[V
YLJV]LYPUJVTWH[PISL:[H[LHPKMVYOPNO
ZWLLK[YHPU[LZ[JLU[YLMYVTVWLYH[VY
(+0europa.eu/!fy84DV
4

49



August 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
:[H[LHPK!
0YLSHUKNH]LPSSLNHS[H_ILULÄ[Z[V(WWSL^VY[O\W[VÁ
IPSSPVU
http://europa.eu/!NQ66FV
pic.twitter.com/lsFnxaXpHC




 

State aid: Ireland gave illegal preferential
tax treatment to Apple
JJNPMȏRQDPMK
#SPMNC?LQ?JCQ
PCAMPBCBGL'PCJ?LB

NNJC1?JCQ
'LRCPL?RGML?J

JKMQR?JJNPMȏRQallocated
to head MȑACCVGQRGLEMLJW
MLN?NCP?LBJCȓSLR?VCB
JKMQRLMNPMȏRQ
R?VCBGL'PCJ?LB
 ϡCȎCARGTC
R?VP?RCGL

1RMPC

September 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK

1RMPC

2PTWYLZZPVUZ

4LYNLYZ!
@EU_Commission VWLUZPUKLW[O
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUPU[VWYVWVZLK+L\[ZJOL
)YZL3VUKVU:[VJR,_JOHUNLTLYNLY
europa.eu/!ct68Qh




1RMPC

.?WKCLRQRM
NNJC'LA 31
RMȏL?LAC0"
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November 2016
October 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK

Top Tweet LHYULK
2PTWYLZZPVUZ

º,JVTTLYJL!HMHPYKLHSMVYJVUZ\TLYZVUSPUL»
:WLLJOI`*VTTPZZPVULY@vestager H[ [OL
#eCommerceinquiry JVUMLYLUJL
europa.eu/!KU47mb

:[H[LHPK!
@EU_Commission ÄUKZ/\UNHYPHUHK]LY[PZLTLU[
[H_PUIYLHJOVM,<Y\SLZ
europa.eu/!xt73tq


 



2PTWYLZZPVUZ
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December 2016
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
(U[P[Y\Z[!@EU_CommissionÄULZ*YtKP[(NYPJVSL
/:)*HUK174VYNHU*OHZLÁTPSSPVU
europa.eu/!Xq73qm
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May 2017
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
(U[P[Y\Z[!@EU_CommissionVWLUZMVYTHS
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUPU[V(ZWLU7OHYTH»ZWYPJPUNWYHJ[PJLZ
MVYJHUJLYTLKPJPULZ
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-re...


January 2017

88



Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
4LYNLYZ!@EU_Commission JSLHYZHX\PZP[PVU
VM4VYWOV+L[LJ[PVUI`:TP[OZZ\IQLJ[[V
JVUKP[PVUZeuropa.eu/!vu89vx
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June 2017
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
-PULZNVPU[V*VTT\UP[`I\KNL[ZVÁIPSSPVU
SLZZMVY,\YVWLHU[H_WH`LYZ[VWH`#google
3

February 2017

33



Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
(U[P[Y\Z[!@EU_CommissionVWLUZ[OYLL
PU]LZ[PNH[PVUZPU[VZ\ZWLJ[LKHU[PJVTWL[P[P]L
WYHJ[PJLZPULJVTTLYJL
europa.eu/!TV47rM


 



July 2017
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
#Antitrust!@EU_CommissionJVUÄYTZ
\UHUUV\UJLKPUZWLJ[PVUZPU[OLTV[VYPUZ\YHUJL
THYRL[PU0YLSHUKhttp://europa.eu/rapid/press-re...
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March 2017
@EU_Commission +V^+\7VU[TLYNLYHWWYV]HS
JVUKP[PVUHSVUKP]LZ[P[\YLVMHSTVZ[HSS+\7VU[»Z
NSVIHS9 +VYNHUPZH[PVU
europa.eu/rapid/press-re...
 





April 2017
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
:[H[LHPK!@EU_CommissionLUKVYZLZYLMVYTVM
<23L]`ZJOLTLVUOVYZLYHJLIL[[PUN
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-re...
 



August 2017
Top Tweet LHYULK2PTWYLZZPVUZ
)H`LY4VUZHU[VTLYNLY!@EU_Commission
PKLU[PÄLKWYLSPTPUHY`JVUJLYUZPUHYLHZ!
WLZ[PJPKLZZLLKZHUK[YHP[Zhttp://europa.eu/
rapid/press-re…
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Interview with
Margrethe Vestager,
Commissioner for Competition
J>OHBQBSBOVA>V KABSBOVQFJBQEBV
?RVCLLALO@ILQEBPCLOQEBFOC>JFIFBPQEB
T>VQEBJ>OHBQQOB>QPQEBJ>ȲB@QPQEBFO
SFBTLCTEBQEBOQEBFOTELIBPL@FBQVFP
C>FO 4BPELRIAJ>HBPROB?RPFKBPPBP
HKLTQE>QQEBVE>SBQLCLIILTQEBORIBP
Q • How to keep up with increasingly
powerful and large multinational
companies?
!LJM>KFBP>OBFK@OB>PFKDIVDIL?>I 'K>II
HFKAPLC?RPFKBPPBP COLJMBPQF@FABP>KA
PBBAPQL@BJBKQ >CBT?FD@LJM>KFBP
>OBJ>OHBQIB>ABOPQEOLRDELRQQEB
TLOIA $LOJ>KVMBLMIB QEBPBERDB
@LJM>KFBP>OBQEBJLPQSFPF?IBPFDK
LCLROLMBKJ>OHBQP 0LJBCB>OQE>Q
QEBV>OBKLTPL?FDQE>QDLSBOKJBKQP
@>KKLQ@LKQOLIQEBJ 4BKBBAQLMOLSB
QE>QCB>OTOLKD P@LJM>KFBPDL
DIL?>I PLJRPQ@LJMBQFQFLKBKCLO@BOP 
1EBDLLAKBTPFPQE>QQEFPFP>IOB>AV
E>MMBKFKD  VTLOHFKDQLDBQEBO TB
@>KELIAJRIQFK>QFLK>IPQLQEBP>JB
EFDEPQ>KA>OAP>P>KVLQEBO?RPFKBPP 
4BTLOHQLDBQEBOLK@>OQBIPTEF@E
O>FPBMOF@BP?V>K>SBO>DBLCѵLO
BSBKѵ PLQEBOBFP>ILQ>QPQ>HBCLO
@LKPRJBOP 
Q • Why has the Commission
proposed to use EU law to
strengthen the EU’s national
competition authorities?

Q • Many people are fearful
of globalisation and call for
protectionist solutions. Given your
portfolio, what can you do
to address these concerns?
Competition enforcement can make a
AFȲBOBK@B?RQ@>KKLQMOLSFAB>IIQEB
answers on its own. Competition makes

@LJM>KFBP@RQMOF@BP>KA@LJMBQBLK
NR>IFQV PBOSF@B>KAFKKLS>QFLK PLTB>II
DBQ>PE>OBLCQEB?BKBȳQPLCCOBBQO>AB
!LJMBQFQFLKI>TBKCLO@BJBKQPE>II
J>HBPROBQE>Q@LJM>KFBP@LJMBQBLK
QEBJBOFQPLCQEBFOMOLAR@QP  B@>RPB
MBLMIBALK|QQEFKH>?LRQMLIFQF@P>IIQEB
QFJB  RQQEBVALE>SBQLAB>ITFQEQEB

$OLJQFII LSBOѵLC
>IIQEBAB@FPFLKPQE>Q>MMIFBA#2
>KQFQORPQORIBPTBOBQ>HBK?VK>QFLK>I
@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBP 4BT>KQ
>IIK>QFLK>I@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBP
QL?B>?IBQLQ>HBAB@FPFLKPCRIIV
FKABMBKABKQIV>KAE>SBBȲB@QFSB
QLLIP>QQEBFOAFPMLP>IQLPQLM>KA
P>K@QFLKFKCOFKDBJBKQPIFHBPB@OBQ
@>OQBIP 0FK@B QEB!LJJFPPFLK
E>PPE>OBAQEBGL?LCBKCLO@FKDQEB
#2@LJMBQFQFLKORIBPTFQEK>QFLK>I
@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBP -SBOQEBPBM>PQ
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VB>OP QEB!LJJFPPFLK>KAK>QFLK>I
@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBPE>SB>ALMQBA
LSBOAB@FPFLKP FKSBPQFD>QFKD>
?OL>AO>KDBLC@>PBPFK>IIPB@QLOPLC
QEBB@LKLJV #2>KQFQORPQORIBPJ>HB
J>OHBQPTLOH?BQQBO TFQE+BJ?BO
0Q>QBP|@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBP>KAQEB
!LJJFPPFLKTLOHFKDE>KAFKE>KA
Q • What about Big Data collected
by large multinational companies.
To what extent is Big Data a
problem for competition enforcers?
4BALKLQT>KQQLAFP@LRO>DB
@LJM>KFBPCOLJMRQQFKDFKQEBBȲLOQQL
@LIIB@Q?FDA>Q> ȷBO>II FQJFDEQKLQ?B
AFȵ@RIQCLOLQEBO@LJM>KFBPQLDBQELIA
LCQEBP>JBA>Q> ?V@LIIB@QFKDFQCOLJ
QEBFOLTKRPBOPLOBSBK?RVFKDFQ -OQEB
A>Q>TB>OBQ>IHFKD>?LRQJFDEQKLQ?B
>IIQE>QFJMLOQ>KQFKLOABOQL@LJMBQB 
-C@LROPB QEB@LJMBQFQFLKORIBPTBOB
KLQTOFQQBKTFQE?FDA>Q>FKJFKA  RQ
QEBFPPRBPQE>Q@LK@BOKRPE>SBKLQ
@E>KDBA #ROLMB|P@LJMBQFQFLKBKCLO@BOP
KBBAQLTLOHQLDBQEBOLK?FDA>Q> 
-RO$OBK@E@LIIB>DRBPE>SBI>RK@EBA
>PB@QLOFKNRFOVFKQL?FDA>Q> KAQEB
%BOJ>K>RQELOFQVFPILLHFKD>QTEBQEBO
$>@B?LLHJ>VE>SBJFPRPBAFQPMLTBO
QLFJMLPBRKC>FOMOFS>@VQBOJP 0L
@LJMBQFQFLK>RQELOFQFBP>IPLE>SB>
M>OQQLMI>VFKQEB FD">Q>BO> 4B@>K
PELTMBLMIBQE>Q@LJM>KFBPQE>QRPB
?FDA>Q>E>SBQLCLIILTQEB@LJMBQFQFLK
ORIBP 0L'TFIIHBBM>@ILPBBVBLKELT
@LJM>KFBPRPBA>Q>
Q • Big Data feeds into algorithms.
Do algorithms pose a threat to fair
competition?
-ROPB@QLOFKNRFOVFKQLB @LJJBO@B
PELTBAQE>QQTLQEFOAPLCOBQ>FIBOP
TELQO>@HQEBFO@LJMBQFQLOP|MOF@BPRPB
>RQLJ>QF@PVPQBJPQLALQE>Q 0LJBLC
QEBJ>IPLRPBQE>QPLȷT>OBQL>AGRPQ
MOF@BP>RQLJ>QF@>IIV 0LQEBBȲB@QLC
>K>IDLOFQEJABMBKAPSBOVJR@ELK
ELTVLRPBQFQRM 'CVLRT>KQQLEBIM
@LKPRJBOPȳKAQEBILTBPQMOF@BP VLR
@>KABPFDK>K>IDLOFQEJQLALQE>Q 
'KC>@Q QEBOB>OBJ>KV>MMIF@>QFLKP
IFHBFK>FOC>OBP 1E>QFPTEV'ALKLQ
QEFKH@LJMBQFQFLKBKCLO@BOPKBBAQL?B
PRPMF@FLRPLCBSBOVLKBTELRPBP>K

>RQLJ>QBAPVPQBJCLOMOF@FKD  RQTEBK
>K>IDLOFQEJJ>HBPFQE>OABOQLȳKA
OFS>IP|MOLAR@QP QE>Q@LRIAABKVQELPB
OFS>IPQEB@E>K@BQL@LJMBQB KAQEB
OBPRIQ@LRIA?BEFDEBOMOF@BP >KAIBPP
@ELF@B CLO@LKPRJBOP 
1E>QFPMOB@FPBIVQEBFPPRBFKLRO@>PB
TFQE%LLDIB0ELMMFKD TEBOBQEB
!LJJFPFPLKCLRKAQE>QQEBT>V%LLDIB
RPBAFQP>IDLOFQEJPE>PDFSBKFQPLTK
@LJM>OFPLKPELMMFKDPBOSF@BJLOB
MOLJFKBKQQOB>QJBKQQE>KFQDFSBPQL
competitors.
1LQ>HB>KLQEBOBU>JMIB CBTVB>OP
>DL QEBLMBO>QLOLC>*FQER>KF>KQO>SBI
?LLHFKDPVPQBJPBKQ>KBIB@QOLKF@
JBPP>DBQLFQPQO>SBI>DBKQP TEF@E
MOLMLPBAQLIFJFQAFP@LRKQPQLKLJLOB
QE>Kѵ KAQEB#ROLMB>K!LROQ
J>AB@IB>OQE>QQO>SBI>DBKQPTELP>T
QE>QJBPP>DB>KAAFAKLQAFPQ>K@B
QEBJPBISBPCOLJQE>QMOLMLP>I@LRIA
E>SBCLRKAQEBJPBISBP@>RDEQRMFK>
@>OQBI
0LFIIBD>I@LIIRPFLKALBPKLQ>IT>VP
Q>HBMI>@BFKPJLHB ȳIIBA?>@HOLLJP 
1EBOB>OBJ>KVT>VPQE>Q@LIIRPFLK@>K
E>MMBK >KAPLJBLCQEBJ>IPLTFQEFK
QEB@>M>@FQVLC>RQLJ>QBAPVPQBJP
Q • In 2016 the Commission
required Ireland to claw back
EUR 13bn from Apple. How is your
work on such tax ruling cases
progressing?

$FOPQLC>II TEBKFQ@LJBPQL0Q>QB
>FA LRO@>PBPLKQ>UORIFKDPPELT
QE>Q@LJM>KFBP@>KKLQ>SLFAM>VFKD
>C>FOPE>OBLCQ>U 4BE>SBQ>HBK

TAX

€

CFSBȳK>IAB@FPFLKPPLC>OQE>QAB>I
TFQEFIIBD>I0Q>QB>FADFSBKQEOLRDE
Q>UORIFKDP *FHB>IILROAB@FPFLKP QEBV
TBOB?>PBAMROBIVLKQEBBSFABK@B
>KAQEBI>T KATBTFIIQ>HBCLOT>OA
LROLMBK@>PBPFKBU>@QIVQEBP>JB
PMFOFQ QQEBP>JBQFJB TBTFII
@LKQFKRBLROFKSBPQFD>QFLKPFKQL
Q>UORIFKDPFKBSBOV+BJ?BO0Q>QB 
'QFPDLLAQLPBBQE>Q*RUBJ?LROD
>KA!VMORPE>SB?OLRDEQFKPQOF@QBO
ORIBPLKQEBQ>U>QFLKLCȳK>K@FKD
@LJM>KFBP 4BE>ASBOV@LKPQOR@QFSB
AFP@RPPFLKPLKELTQL?OFKD>?LRQ
QEBPB@E>KDBPTFQEQEBK>QFLK>I
>RQELOFQFBP 1EBPB>OBSBOVMLPFQFSB
ABSBILMJBKQP 'KLOABOQL>@EFBSB
QE>Q>II@LJM>KFBPM>VQEBFOC>FO
PE>OBLCQ>U TB>IPLKBBA+BJ?BO
0Q>QBPQL?BLK?L>OA>KAOBSFBT
QEBFOK>QFLK>IORIBP>KAMO>@QF@B 
KAJVALLOFP>IT>VPLMBKQL>KV
+BJ?BO0Q>QBQE>QT>KQPQLAFP@RPP
QEFPPLOQLC@E>KDB
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SHAPING THE EU’S COMPETITION
POLICY: VIEWS FROM
DG COMPETITION’S MANAGEMENT

Johannes Laitenberger
Director General

The Commission – as guardian of the
Treaties – has made its contribution in
the form of President Juncker’s White
Paper on the Future of Europe adopted
in March 2017. EU competition policy is
one of the main levers we have to shape
a fairer and more prosperous future, not
least by defending and strengthening the
Single Market. The Treaty’s competition
rules – which have remained virtually
unchanged for 60 years – provide the
Commission with tools to make sure
that anti-competitive practices do not
fragment the Single Market through the
back door. And that responsibility covers
both private business practices as well
as government subsidies.

Q • How do DG Competition’s
CLDMPACKCLR?ARGTGRGCQȏRUGRF
President Juncker’s current overall
Political Guidelines?

Q • 2FC#3Q?LRGRPSQRA?QCQMȓCL
take several years to wrap up.
What measures are you taking to
speed things up?

Embedding the competition perspective
in the Commission’s overall priorities
is precisely one of the key goals
that President Juncker assigned to
Commissioner Vestager when he took
Lȵ@B 4EFIBLROTLOHLK>KQFQORPQ 
merger and State aid cases must remain
totally focussed on the merits of each
case, independent and neutral,
EU competition law can and does do
a great deal to support the broader
priorities of the Commission, from the
creation of the Digital Single Market to
the Energy Union, to name but a few
areas. Our cases on standard essential
patents give guidance to industry
>KAC>@FIFQ>QB>KLMBK>KABȵ@FBKQ
standardisation environment. Cases such
as the Bulgarian BEH Electricity case
EBIM?RFIA>KBȵ@FBKQ#KBODV2KFLK 

Indeed, cases should proceed without
undue delay, because – as the phrase
goes – justice delayed is justice denied.
4BQ>@HIBQEFPFPPRB>QAFȲBOBKQIBSBIP 
One has to do with the way we give
companies access to the information
TBMLPPBPP @@BPPQLȳIBFP>SFQ>I
component of a company’s rights of
defence, but it is also time- consuming
CLOBSBOVLKB 1LJ>HB>@@BPPQLȳIB
JLOBBȵ@FBKQTBE>SBFKQOLAR@BA>
range of measures. We published best
practices on data rooms. We amended
the Access to File Notice to allow for
the return of documents unrelated to
the case. We have also used voluntary
@LKȳABKQF>IFQVOFKDPw>K>OO>KDBJBKQ
QLMOLQB@Q@LKȳABKQF>IAL@RJBKQP FK
several cases and I am happy to report
a growing interest among the parties.

Q • What is the role of EU
AMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAWGLRFCPCȐCARGMLQ
on the Future of Europe?
The feeling that the time has come
for a rethink and relaunch of the
European project is shared by many.

-ȲBOFKD@LJM>KFBPQEBOFDEQFK@BKQFSBP
while maintaining deterrence is another
promising way to speed up antitrust
proceedings. The settlement option
has been open to companies involved
in our cartel investigations for a long
time. Now we are reviving cooperation
procedures also in other antitrust cases.

Finally, the Commission has to be
selective with respect to the 40 to 50
new antitrust complaints we receive on
average every year. The Court of Justice
has made it clear that the Commission
needs to set its priorities and that we
need to use our res wisely. To do this,
we can assess whether a complaint
concerns a large enough market – in
the same way we only review large
mergers. We can decline to investigate
a complaint if we conclude it does
not point to a substantial likelihood
of infringement. When this happens,
complainants in all cases get a chance
to discuss the reasons with us. And
they can appeal the decision before
the European Union courts. This being
said, let me be very clear. Complaints
are extremely important for us – about
one third of our antitrust cases start
this way – and we strongly encourage
complainants to come forward.
The quest for speed comes with a big
caveat. We cannot compromise on the
need to make sure that the decisions
we take are of the highest quality.
Q • It is sometimes argued that
EU merger control and State aid
policy prevent the creation of
European champions such as Airbus.
What is your view?
That claim is unfounded. Mergers are
only prohibited in a very small number
of cases. The vast majority of mergers
scrutinised by the Commission are
cleared, sometimes with commitments
which normally involve disposal of
activities to ensure that the merger
does not harm competition to the
detriment of consumers. Take one
recent example which in fact concerned
a planned acquisition of Arianespace
by Airbus Safran Launchers (ASL, joint
venture between Airbus and Safran).
The Commission approved the merger
FK(RIV>ȷBOOF>KBPM>@BLȲBOBA
commitments ensuring that the
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Cecilio Madero Villarejo
Deputy Director-General Antitrust
Q • Many companies are going
almost completely digital. As an
enforcer, how does DG Competition
cope with this transformational
development when it comes to
collecting evidence of wrongdoing?
Fair and even enforcement also depends
on keeping pace with technological
change. For DG Competition, this means
adopting new technologies to carry
out our work and closely monitoring
those that can be used to gain illegal
advantage out there in the markets.
To take one recent example, in March

2017 we introduced a clever new
tool – a simple web application – that
opens a two-way channel that whistle?ILTBOP@>KRPBQLQ>IHTFQELROPQ>Ȳ
without revealing their identity. We want
individuals with knowledge of anticompetitive practices to approach us
without fear of retribution, to report on
practices typically shrouded in secrecy,
especially cartels. I should make clear
that this whistle-blower channel is
in addition to the existing leniency
programme, which has helped us to
uncover numerous cartels by allowing
@LJM>KFBPQLBP@>MB>ȳKBFCQEBV>OB
QEBȳOPQQLQBIIRP>?LRQ>@>OQBI 'K
QEB!LJJFPPFLKȳKBAȳSBQOR@HJ>HBOP
nearly €3 billion, for a cartel that lasted
fourteen years. We found out about that
cartel because one of the companies
@>JBCLOT>OAQL>SLFA>ȳKB
Q • The Commission has imposed
FGEFȏLCQLMRJC?QRGLA?PRCJA?QCQ
in recent years. Is the business
community taking notice?
The recognition of the need for an
BȲB@QFSB@LJMIF>K@BPQO>QBDVFP
growing stronger in the “competition
community” and rightly so. Compliance
with competition law should be in the
self-interest of every company. The

transaction would not result in less
competitive tenders and less innovation,
so that European companies in the
satellite and launcher industry and other
institutions can gain access to space on
competitive terms.
As to State aid policy, as part of the
0Q>QB>FAJLABOKFP>QFLKBȲLOQQEB
Commission extended the possibilities
to grant aid to any sector in the
economy for so-called important
projects of common European interest
(IPCEIs), which are transnational
MOLGB@QPLCPQO>QBDF@PFDKFȳ@>K@BCLO
the EU. Where private initiatives fail to
J>QBOF>IFPB?B@>RPBLCQEBPFDKFȳ@>KQ
risks and the transnational cooperation
such projects entail, Member States
J>VȳIIQEBCRKAFKDD>MQLLSBO@LJB
such market failures and boost the
realisation of projects that otherwise
TLRIAKLQE>SBQ>HBKLȲ

JLPQBȲB@QFSBT>VQLPQLM>SFLI>QFLKFP
QLBKPROBFQKBSBOPQ>OQP >KABȲB@QFSB
corporate compliance programs are
>KFJMLOQ>KQM>OQLCQE>QBȲLOQ P
enforcers, we are seldom in a position to
stop antitrust violations such as cartels
before they start. We must rely on
deterrence. This means that we seek high
ȳKBPCLO@LJM>KFBPFKCOFKDFKDQEB#2
antitrust rules. In the period 2013-2017
QEB>DDOBD>QB>JLRKQLC@>OQBIȳKBP
exceeded €8 billion. We are convinced
QE>QȳKBP>OB>KBȲB@QFSBQLLICLOMRQQFKD
an end to illegal practices that harm
consumers, businesses and the economy
as a whole and to bring this message to
everyone’s attention.
Compliance is not just about a piece
of paper. It has to be embedded in a
company and fully endorsed by senior
management. It starts at the top. And
in an increasingly digitised context, as
Commissioner Vestager has pointed
LRQ ȳOJPJ>VKLQ>IT>VPHKLTBU>@QIV
how an automated system will use
its algorithms to take decisions. What
businesses can – and must – do is to
ensure antitrust compliance by design.
That means pricing algorithms need to
be built in a way that does not allow
them to collude.
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with regard to current products but
also with regard to products still in the
development phase. But innovation
@LK@BOKPTBOB>IPLFABKQFȳBAFKLQEBO
sectors, for example in the GE/Alstom
case with regard to gas turbines for
power plants. The Commission concluded
QE>QQEBJBODBO >PKLQFȳBA TLRIA
have led to the elimination of a strong
innovator in a very concentrated market.
The Commission cleared the transaction
subject to a comprehensive remedies
package that ensures that competition
and innovation will continue in this sector.

Carles Esteva Mosso
Deputy Director-General Mergers
Q • In recent years the Commission
has focused on innovation issues
MLRMNMDNPGACCȎCARQGLGRQKCPECP
enforcement practice. Why is it
CQQCLRG?JRM?QQCQQRFCCȎCARQMD
mergers on innovation?
Competitive dynamics change across
industries and, in many of them,
innovation is a key component of
competition. The majority of cases
concerned the pharmaceutical and
medical devices industry, where
competition concerns arose not only

Gert-Jan Koopman
Deputy Director-General State aid
Q • Could you give a concrete
example of positive impacts on the
ground resulting from the State aid
modernisation 2012-2014?
Let me take an example from the
Energy Union. In 2014 we overhauled
our rules for State aid for energy and
the environment, including State aid for

For instance, innovation issues featured
in our investigation in 2017 of the
merger between Dow and DuPont - two
major worldwide agro-chemical players.
The investigation revealed that the two
merging parties were close competitors
with regard to actual products and
pipeline products in development, as well
as at earlier stages of R&D, focussed
on so-called “innovation spaces”. The
!LJJFPPFLKȳK>IIV>MMOLSBAQEBJBODBO
subject to the divestiture of a substantial
part of DuPont’s pesticides business,
including its R&D facilities. Addressing
the impact of the merger on innovation
will ensure better and safer products in
QEBCRQROBQLQEB?BKBȳQLC#ROLMB>K
farmers and consumers.

renewable energy which still needs State
support. But competition can help to keep
down the costs of that help. Since 2016,
all new support for large renewable
plants has had to be given through a
tender. Pilot tenders have already shown
how much we could save – in Germany,
they have brought down the price of
support for solar energy by 25% in the
course of a year and a half. Recently, a
PFDKFȳ@>KQTFKAM>OHFKSBPQJBKQE>P?BBK
selected without any aid.
Q • The State aid modernization
strategy extends national
policies’ scope. What can national
governments do to rise to the new
levels of responsibility set by the
State aid modernisation strategy?
Obviously, opening new avenues for EU
governments entails that they must take
OBPMLKPF?FIFQVCLOHBBMFKDQEBMI>VFKDȳBIA
level and protecting the single market.
We are not starting from scratch. We
have ten years of experience with shared
responsibilities in antitrust and mergers.
-C@LROPBQEBOB>OBAFȲBOBK@BP?BQTBBK

The Court has recognised the importance
of assessing the impact of mergers
LKFKKLS>QFLK>KA@LKȳOJBAQEB
Commission’s approach to carrying out
this assessment in its judgment in the
Deutsche Börse/New York Stock Exchange
case. Other jurisdictions, such as the US,
also examine these issues regularly. And
the matter is also clearly relevant from
a macroeconomic policy perspective:
fostering innovation and productivity
growth is one of the most pressing issues
today within the EU. You can therefore
expect that the Commission will continue
to pursue these issues in the context of
merger assessment.
Q • Is the level of market
concentration in Europe becoming a
problem as is apparently the case in
the US?
Indeed, it is true that in 2016 the then
White House Council of Economic
Advisers reported a decline in
competition in many industries within
the US economy. In Europe the pattern is
less clear. We should not be alarmist, but
neither can we be complacent. We will
keep following these trends with open
eyes and remain alert. We will not wait
for competitive conditions to deteriorate
irrevocably to carry out our statutory
duties and enforce the law.

State aid and the other instruments
– both in structural and institutional
terms. On the one hand, State aid
control is an exclusive responsibility of
the Commission. On the other hand,
we have no power to interfere in the
organisational set-up of Member States.
But even before the General Block
Exemption Regulation was reformed,
national State aid authorities were the
ȳOPQFKPQ>K@BQL>PPBPPTEBQEBOLOKLQ
a public measure includes State aid,
and whether it can be block-exempted.
This is why enhancing the competence
of national authorities for dealing
with these matters is crucial for the
success of the State aid modernisation.
A quick list would include: developing
appropriate administrative and decisiontaking structures, according to each
country’s institutional set-up; acquiring
the necessary State aid expertise and
sharing it at central, regional, and local
levels; ensuring proper ex ante and ex
post monitoring and control; and last but
not least more transparency.
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SEIZING THE BENEFITS
OF VIBRANT COMPETITION

Tapping the potential
of the EU Single Market
But without robust and even-handed
competition policy and enforcement,
the Single Market would not work in
practice. Antitrust enforcement steps in
to prevent private barriers to trade and
competition from replacing the public
barriers that free movement rules have
dismantled over the last sixty years.
Merger control keeps the Single Market
open and competitive. These rules also
apply for companies based outside the
EU if their actions are implemented or
MOLAR@BBȲB@QPFKQEB0FKDIB+>OHBQ

The world’s
wo
orl
r d’s large
largest single market
Competition policy is a key pillar of the
Single Market, one of the EU’s greatest
assets with common rules designed to
both reduce trading costs and open up
markets. Investing in the Single Market
gives access to half a billion consumers
and more than 20 million businesses
at once. The Commission is pushing
to make the Single Market broader,
stronger and deeper as part of its
strategy to boost growth and promote
job creation in the EU.
Creating a genuine Single Market not
only prevents a single company — or
country — from gaining competitive
advantages over others by avoiding
regulations; it also means that
companies across the EU can sell their
products and services everywhere
throughout the Single Market.

Predictable rules give businesses
@LKȳABK@BQLOB>@ELRQ?BVLKAK>QFLK>I
markets. Impartial enforcement provides
>IBSBIMI>VFKDȳBIATEBOBFKKLS>QLOP
can thrive.
State aid control also guarantees a
IBSBIMI>VFKDȳBIAFKQEB0FKDIB+>OHBQ 
A company that receives government
support gains an advantage over its
competitors; therefore, State aid is only
allowed when it addresses a market
C>FIROB>KAFPGRPQFȳBA?VOB>PLKPLC
general economic development. To
ensure that this prohibition is respected

and exemptions are applied equally
across the EU, the Commission is in
charge of verifying that State aid
complies with EU State aid rules.
Pushing for equal and fair competition
in the Single Market ensures that
companies succeed when they compete
on merit.

Competitive markets attract
investment
'K>AAFQFLK BȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK
enforcement makes markets more
open and competitive, and also more
attractive to investors. In a review of
earlier studies carried out in 2014, (1)
>PFDKFȳ@>KQOBI>QFLKPEFMT>PCLRKA
between the introduction of competition
law and annual growth arising mainly
from more investment, possibly as a
OBPRIQLCJLOB@LKȳABK@B>KA>ILTBO
perceived level of corruption.
The result of sound competition
enforcement is a deeper Single Market
(1) Gutmann, J., & Voigt, S. (2014). “Lending a Hand
QLQEB'KSFPF?IB&>KAPPBPPFKDQEB#ȲB@QPLC,BTIV
Enacted Competition Laws”, (February 8, 2014).
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In his 2016 State of the Union
speech, the President of the European
Commission Jean-Claude Juncker
recalled that y?D?GPNJ?WGLEĺCJB?JQM
KC?LQRF?RGL#SPMNC AMLQSKCPQ
?PCNPMRCARCB?E?GLQRA?PRCJQ?LB
?@SQCQ@WNMUCPDSJAMKN?LGCQ v
2FC!MKKGQQGMLU?RAFCQMTCPRFGQ
D?GPLCQQ z(1) Competition distortions
normally translate into a transfer of
wealth that harms many consumers,
TEFIBQEBMOLȳQPDBKBO>IIVDLQL
GRPQ>CBTȳOJP 0LRKA@LJMBQFQFLK
enforcement sends the message that
everyone, however rich or powerful, has
to play by the rules.

!SQRMKCP@CLCȏRQPCQSJRGLEDPMKA?PRCJNPMFG@GRGMLBCAGQGMLQ
and horizontal merger interventions, lower and higher boundary
(billion EUR)

2016

Also, by removing obstacles to doing
business and building a level playing
ȳBIA @LJMBQFQFLKMLIF@VMOLJLQBP>
marketplace that is open to newcomers,
and where the largest companies do not
dictate the rules of the game to others.
1EFPPRMMLOQP>C>FOBOPL@FBQVQE>QLȲBOP
equal opportunities for all.

The customer savings from cartel decisions adopted in 2016 were
CQRGK?RCBRMP?LEC@CRUCCL ?LB @GJJGML 2FCCQRGK?RCB
customer savings resulting from horizontal merger interventions in 2016
UCPCCQRGK?RCBGLRFCP?LECMD   @GJJGML 2FCCQRGK?RCBMTCP?JJ
RMR?J?KMSLRCBRM@CRUCCL Ϥ?LB ϤMD#3%". 2FCJMUCP?LB
SNNCP@MSLBQMDRFCP?LECQPCNMPRCBPCȐCARBGȎCPCLR?QQSKNRGMLQ?@MSR
RFCNPGACGLAPC?QCQ?TMGBCBRF?LIQRMRFCKCPECPGLRCPTCLRGMLQ9Ϥ Ϥ;
?LBA?PRCJBCAGQGMLQ9Ϥ Ϥ;R?ICLGL

2012

Competition makes companies cut
prices, and that helps especially the
IB>PQTBII LȲ#2@FQFWBKP 1EBJLPQ
SRIKBO>?IB@LKPRJBOP>OBLȷBK
AFPMOLMLOQFLK>IIV>ȲB@QBA?VEFDEBO
prices or lower quality and choice
resulting from anti-competitive
practices.

2013

Competition policy helps stimulate
growth, but it also contributes
to important equity and equality
objectives.

2FC!MKKGQQGMLCQRGK?RCQRFCBGPCAR@CLCȏRQMDGRQAMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAW
GLRCPTCLRGMLQSQGLERFCASQRMKCPQ?TGLEQ?NNPM?AF 2FCK?GLESGBGLE
NPGLAGNJCQ?LBKCRFMBMJMEGCQRMA?JASJ?RCASQRMKCPQ?TGLEQF?TC@CCL
CLBMPQCB@WRFC!MKNCRGRGML!MKKGRRCCMDRFC-#!"2 !SQRMKCP
Q?TGLEQDPMK?EGTCLBCAGQGML?AAMSLRDMPRFCQGXCMDRFC?ȎCARCB
turnover of the product in question, the price increase avoided and the
CVNCARCBBSP?RGMLMDRFCNPGACCȎCAR 2MR?JASQRMKCPQ?TGLEQ?PCRFC
sum of the customer savings associated with each competition policy
GLRCPTCLRGML 

2014

Competition helps shape a fairer
society

/S?LRGDWGLEASQRMKCP@CLCȏRQPCQSJRGLE
from competition enforcement

2015

that delivers what it is expected
from it: more investment, more jobs,
better products at lower prices, and
@LJMBQFQFSBȳOJPQE>Q@>K>IPLDLLRQ
and compete on a global scale.

Mergers
Cartels

Mergers
Cartels

Mergers
Cartels

Mergers
Cartels

Mergers
Cartels
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1

( ) State of the Union 2016, available at
http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/state-union-2016_en

2-#!"%SGBCFCJNGLEAMKNCRGRGML?SRFMPGRGCQ?QQCQQRFCCVNCARCBGKN?ARMDRFCGP?ARGTGRGCQ
NPGJ
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“BIG ON BIG, SMALL ON SMALL” –
TOWARDS A MORE EFFECTIVE
STATE AID POLICY
Why State aid control matters
EU State aid rules ensure that companies
can compete on equal terms in the EU
0FKDIB+>OHBQQLQEB?BKBȳQLC#ROLMB>K
consumers. Stronger and better-targeted
State aid control can also boost Europe’s
growth potential by encouraging the
ABPFDKLCJLOBBȲB@QFSB>FAJB>PROBP
to promote economic growth and
job creation. The EU Treaty gives the
Commission the task of enforcing those
rules. The Member States are normally
required to notify their plans for State aid
to the Commission, and go ahead only
if the Commission gives its agreement.
This allows the Commission to prevent
measures that distort competition, hinder
trade across national borders
and undermine the EU Single Market.
An example would be if a Member State
wants to give better tax treatment to
its national champion at the expense
LCJLOBBȵ@FBKQ@LJMBQFQLOPCOLJLQEBO
EU countries.

Commissioner Vestager:
“The modernisation of State
Aid rules, which we started
GL GQ@CLCȏRRGLE@MRF
those that receive State
?GB?LBNS@JGA?SRFMPGRGCQ 
More than nine out of ten
LCU?GBKC?QSPCQ?PC@CGLE
paid out without requiring
prior authorisation from the
!MKKGQQGML 2FGQ?TMGBQ
unnecessary delays and
?JJMUQSQRMDMASQMSPCȎMPRQ
ML1R?RC?GBKMPCJGICJWRM
cause competition and trade
NPM@JCKQ }
#SPMNC?L!MKKGQQGMLz.PCQQ
PCJC?QCz|1R?RC?GB
1AMPC@M?PBQFMUQ@CLCȏRQ
MDKMBCPLGQ?RGMLDMPOSGAI
implementation of aid measures
GL+CK@CP1R?RCQ}  PSQQCJQ 
+?PAF '.  

and trade. As a result, about 95%
of State aid measures implemented
by Member States (with a combined
annual expenditure of about €28 billion)
have been exempted. About 43% of
all State aid spending for SMEs was
granted without prior approval by the
Commission. For example, in the area of
research, development and innovation
QEBKRJ?BOLC0Q>QB>FAKLQFȳ@>QFLKP
has halved since 2014.
On 17 May 2017, the Commission
extended the scope of this Regulation
to ports and airports. In addition, the
Regulation includes a number of further
PFJMIFȳ@>QFLKPFKLQEBO>OB>P PR@E>P
culture projects, multi-purpose sport
arenas and compensation for companies
operating in the EU’s outermost regions.
The amended Regulation makes it easier
to implement crucial infrastructure
investments quicker, and with full legal
certainty for project developers and
aid-granting authorities.

Clear guidance and transparency
for Member States, undertakings
and citizens
better allocation of public res and
MOLJLQBPEFDEBOBȵ@FBK@V>KA?BQQBO
quality of policy interventions. The
revamped State aid framework ensures
that the public support helps to mobilise
private investments contributing to
important objectives of common
interest, while minimising distortions
of competition.

The most ambitious reform of
State aid control to date
The Commission recently completed
an ambitious reform package called
State Aid Modernisation (SAM).
SAM is a change in governance
of EU State aid policy that allows

The cornerstone:
The extended General Block
Exemption Regulation
The General Block Exemption Regulation
enables Member States to implement
a wide range of State aid measures
without prior Commission approval
because they are unlikely to cause
PFDKFȳ@>KQAFPQLOQFLKFK@LJMBQFQFLK

In addition, the Commission has
undertaken a number of initiatives
aiming at providing clear guidance
for Member States and undertakings,
whilst ensuring that citizens know
where their money has gone.
The Notion of aid Notice provides
general information on all aspects
LCQEBABȳKFQFLKLC0Q>QB>FA >KA
gives clear guidance on when public
investments do not involve State aid
because they do not risk distorting the
IBSBIMI>VFKDȳBIAFKQEB0FKDIB+>OHBQ
or crowding out private investment.
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GBER State aid expenditure by objective in the EU,
excluding agricultural aid (million EUR)
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1MSPACDirectorate-General for Competition

In addition, the Commission provided
clear guidance to public authorities
whose purely local investment
projects fall outside State aid
control,?B@>RPBQEBVALKLQ>ȲB@Q
trade between Member States. If an
activity receiving public support has a
purely local impact, there may not be an
BȲB@QLKQO>AB>@OLPPK>QFLK>I?LOABOP 
CLOBU>JMIB TEBOBQEB?BKBȳ@F>OV
supplies goods or services to a limited
area within a Member State and is
unlikely to attract customers from other
Member States, or there is no or at most
J>ODFK>ICLOBPBB>?IBBȲB@QLK@OLPP
border investments in the sector.
The new transparency requirements
oblige the Member States since
1 July 2016 to publish the name of
QEB?BKBȳ@F>OV>KAQEB>JLRKQLC>FA
for State aid awards above €500,000.
To facilitate encoding and publishing
of information by Member States,
the Commission has developed a
new IT platform – the Transparency
Award Module (TAM) (https://webgate.
ec.europa.eu/competition/transparency/
public/search/home?lang=en).

Examples of purely local investment projects falling outside
State aid control
The Commission found that all these investment projects had purely
PCEGML?JGKN?AR @CA?SQCRFCWUCPCAMLȏLCBRMRFCPCEGML?LBF?BLM
MP?RKMQRK?PEGL?JDMPCQCC?@JCCȎCARMLAPMQQ @MPBCPGLTCQRKCLRQ
in the sector:
b 1N?LGQFDSLBGLEQAFCKCMDJMA?JKCBG?KGAPM AMKN?LGCQGLRFCNPMTGLAC
MD%SGNņXAM? UFGAF?PCNS@JGQFGLECVAJSQGTCJWGLRFC ?QOSCJ?LES?EC
b 2FCQSNNMPRDMPAMLQRPSARGLERFC *141NMPRA?KN,MPB@?WCPLGL
RFCPCEGMLMD-@CPDP?LICLGL%CPK?LW UGRF?@MSR@CBQ?LB
MNCL?AACQQK?GLJWDMPQAFMMJQ LML NPMȏRQNMPRQAJS@Q?LBQMAG?JMP
CBSA?RGML?J?ARGTGRGCQ UGRFMSRNPMTGBGLEAJ?QQGAFMRCJQCPTGACQ
b 2FCQSNNMPR@W.MPRSE?JMD1?LR?!?Q?BC+GQCPGAŁPBG?BC2MK?PQ
?QQGQRCBJGTGLED?AGJGRWDMPCJBCPJWPCQGBCLRQUGRF?A?N?AGRWMD@CBQ 
MNCP?RGLEMLJWGLRFCAGRWMD2MK?P 
b 2FCNS@JGAFMQNGR?JQMULCB@WRFCHradec Králové Region receiving
NS@JGADSLBGLEUGRFRFCK?GLNSPNMQCMDCLQSPGLEKCBGA?JCKCPECLAW
QCPTGACQ?LBNSPAF?QGLERFCCOSGNKCLRPCOSGPCB@WRFCQCFMQNGR?JQDMP
RFCNPMTGQGMLMDRFCGPQCPTGACQ 
b 2FCGLTCQRKCLRNPMHCAR@WRFC,CRFCPJ?LBQGLRFCNMPRMD*?SUCPQMME
AMLQGQRGLEMDJCLERFCLGLERFCOS?WGLGRQȏQFGLENMPR KMBCPLGQGLEGRQ
K?PGL?DMPNJC?QSPC@M?RQ?LBAMLQRPSARGLE?ȐM?RGLENJ?RDMPKDMP
PCAPC?RGML?JȏQFGLEUGRFMSRGLAPC?QGLERFCNMPRQA?N?AGRW 
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BUILDING A LEVEL PLAYING
FIELD BY TACKLING SELECTIVE
TAX ADVANTAGES
Why fair taxation matters
EU State aid rules require that
companies, whether large or small,
multinational or not, should not enjoy
selective tax advantages that distort
@LJMBQFQFLK>KA>ȲB@QQO>AB?BQTBBK
the Member States. Accordingly, tax
MO>@QF@BPQE>QPBOSB>OQFȳ@F>IIVQLOBAR@B
a company’s tax burden are illegal
under the EU’s State aid rules. Special
tax treatment, like any other type of
selective unfair advantage, makes it
AFȵ@RIQCLO@LJM>KFBPQE>QALM>VQEBFO
taxes to compete on equal terms.
According to conservative estimates
by the OECD, every year up to
?FIIFLKFPILPQARBQLDIL?>IMOLȳQ
PEFȷFKDwQEBBNRFS>IBKQLC>OLRKA
10% of global corporate tax receipts.
The European Parliamentary Research
Service put the tax revenue lost to
corporate avoidance at around
€50-70 billion a year in the EU.

State aid investigations into
tax avoidance practices
June 2013: Launch of
investigations into the tax practices
of some Member States
June 2014: Opening of a
formal investigation into the
tax advantages granted by
Luxembourg to Fiat, by the
Netherlands to Starbucks and by
Ireland to Apple
October 2014: Opening of
a formal investigation into the
tax advantages granted by
Luxembourg to Amazon
December 2014: Extension of the
investigations to all Member States
February 2015: Opening of a
formal investigation into the tax
advantages granted by Belgium to
several multinational companies

December 2015: Opening
of a formal investigation into
the tax advantages granted by
Luxembourg to McDonald’s
January 2016: The Commission
CLRKAQEB BIDF>K#U@BPPÅOLȳQ
tax scheme to be illegal, requiring
some 35 multinational companies
to pay around €700 million back to
the Belgian State
August 2016: The Commission
CLRKAQE>QMMIB|PQ>U?BKBȳQP
worth up to €13 billion are illegal
September 2016: Opening
of a formal investigation into
tax advantages granted by
Luxembourg to GDF Suez (ENGIE)

October 2015: The Commission
found that Luxembourg and the
Netherlands had granted illegal
State aid to Fiat Finance and Trade
and Starbucks respectively

September 2017:
The Commission found that
Luxembourg gave illegal tax
?BKBȳQPQLJ>WLKTLOQE>OLRKA
€250 million

What are tax rulings?

States to see if they gave special
treatment to the companies
RF?RPCACGTCBRFCK +MQRMDRFC
rulings are legitimate and are
LMRKC?LRRMFCJN?TMGBR?V 
The Commission’s investigations
targeted those tax rulings that
were used to grant individual
AMKN?LGCQ?@CLCȏRRF?RRFCW
UMSJBLMRF?TCPCACGTCBMRFCPUGQC

Tax rulings are comfort letters
GQQSCB@WR?V?SRFMPGRGCQAJ?PGDWGLE
to a company in advance how it
UGJJ@CR?VCB 2?VPSJGLEQ?QQSAF
are legal and not all tax rulings
A?SQC1R?RC?GBNPM@JCKQ 'LRFC
past four years the Commission
investigated more than a thousand
BGȎCPCLRPSJGLEQDPMK?JJ+CK@CP
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State aid: Ireland gave illegal preferential
tax treatment to Apple

All proﬁts from
European sales
recorded in Ireland

Apple Sales
International

Almost all proﬁts allocated
to head oﬃce existing only
on paper and left untaxed
Almost no proﬁts
taxed in Ireland
(0.005% eﬀective
tax rate in 2014)

Store

Store
Store

Payments to
Apple Inc. (US)
to ﬁnance R&D

What was illegal about the Apple
tax rulings?
.PMȏR?JJMA?RGMLKCRFMBQ UFGAFBM
LMRPCȐCARCAMLMKGAPC?JGRWThe tax
rulings from 1991 and 2007 endorsed
>T>VQL@>I@RI>QBQEBMOLȳQPDBKBO>QBA
by the taxable Irish branches of two Irish
incorporated companies of the Apple
group (Apple Sales International and
Apple Operations Europe), which did not
correspond to economic reality. Almost
>IIP>IBPMOLȳQPOB@LOABA?VQEBQTL
companies were internally attributed to a
yEB>ALȵ@Bz TEF@ET>PKLQIF>?IBQLQ>U
anywhere in the world. The Commission’s
assessment showed that these “head
Lȵ@BPzBUFPQBALKIVLKM>MBO>KA@LRIA
KLQE>SBDBKBO>QBAPR@EMOLȳQP 1ELPB
yEB>ALȵ@BPzE>AKLBJMILVBBP KL
premises and no real activities. The
tax treatment in Ireland enabled Apple
QL>SLFAQ>U>QFLKLK>IJLPQ>IIMOLȳQP
generated by sales of Apple products
in the entire EU Single Market. Ireland
is now in the process of recovering the
unpaid taxes in Ireland from Apple for
the years 2003 to 2014 of up to around
€13 billion, plus interest.

Commissioner Vestager:
|+CK@CP1R?RCQA?LLMR
EGTCR?V@CLCȏRQRMQCJCARCB
AMKN?LGCQzRFGQGQGJJCE?J
SLBCP#31R?RC?GBPSJCQ 2FC
Commission’s investigation
concluded that Ireland granted
GJJCE?JR?V@CLCȏRQRMNNJC 
UFGAFCL?@JCBGRRMN?W
QS@QR?LRG?JJWJCQQR?VRF?L
MRFCP@SQGLCQQCQMTCPK?LW
WC?PQ 'LD?AR RFGQQCJCARGTC
treatment allowed Apple to
N?W?LCȎCARGTCAMPNMP?RC
tax rate of 1 per cent on its
#SPMNC?LNPMȏRQGLBMUL
RM NCPACLRGL }
#SPMNC?L!MKKGQQGMLz.PCQQ
PCJC?QCz|1R?RC?GB'PCJ?LBE?TC
GJJCE?JR?V@CLCȏRRMNNJCUMPRF
SNRM#30@GJJGML}  PSQQCJQ 
SESQR '.  

Further investigations
into inconsistent application
of national law, giving rise
to discretionary double
non-taxation
In September 2016 the European
Commission opened a formal
investigation into Luxembourg’s tax
treatment of the GDF Suez group (now
Engie). Luxembourg’s tax treatment
of GDF Suez looks into an alleged
inconsistency endorsed in those tax
rulings, leading to double non-taxation.
The Commission also has an ongoing
investigation into tax rulings granted
by Luxembourg to McDonald’s. These
exempt almost all of the group
company’s income from taxation in
Luxembourg on the basis that they are
taxed in the US, despite the Luxembourg
tax authorities’ knowledge that they were
in fact not taxed in the US.
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State aid: Commission investigates Luxembourg’s
tax treatment of GDF Suez (now Engie)
GDF Suez
Treasury
Management GDF Suez
LNG Supply

For borrowers: tax
rulings treat this
as tax-deductible
loan interest

For lenders: tax
rulings treat this
as tax-free equity
remuneration

LNG
Electrabel Luxembourg
Invest
Luxembourg

Untaxed
transaction

Fair taxation in the internal
market
The Commission remains vigilant to
ensure that Member States do not
use taxes to unduly favour certain
companies/sectors, sheltering national
companies from measures that heavily
hit their foreign competitors in the
internal market.
In 2014, Hungary introduced a series
of turnover taxes (on advertisement,
tobacco, food retail) with progressive
rates. The design of those taxes
obviously placed companies with a high
turnover (mainly foreign companies) at
a disadvantage compared to smaller
companies (mainly national). These taxes
were merely based on turnover; they did
not take into account the costs of the
companies (and therefore their ability to
pay) and were set at such a high level
(with rates reaching progressively up
to 50% of a company’s turnover in one
case) that they seriously risked driving
several companies out of the market.

In 2016 the Commission prohibited
QELPBJB>PROBP ȳKAFKDQE>QQEBVTBOB
in breach of EU rules. In June 2017,
the Commission also found that a
Polish retail tax with similar features
was in breach of EU State aid rules.
The Commission concluded that the
progressive tax rates based on turnover
gave companies with low turnover an
advantage over their competitors.
In all cases, the Commission had
taken care, when it started its in-depth
investigations, to ask Hungary and
Poland to suspend their measures
provisionally, thereby preventing payment
of most of the tax due. The Commission
action is consistent with the EU strategy
LCBKPROFKD>IBSBIMI>VFKDȳBIAFKQEB
internal market. It protected competition
by preventing European companies from
being driven out of business and, most
importantly, allowed consumers to keep
QEB?BKBȳQPLCJLOB@ELF@B>KAILTBO
prices.
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ENABLING INNOVATION ACROSS
THE DIGITAL SINGLE MARKET

goods and digital content and analysed
around 8 000 distribution and license
contracts.
On 10 May 2017 the Commission
MR?IFPEBAFQPȳK>IOBMLOQLKQEBFKNRFOV 
1EBOBMLOQȳKAPQE>Q@BOQ>FKMO>@QF@BP
by companies in e-commerce markets
may restrict competition by unduly
limiting how products are distributed
throughout the EU, potentially limiting
consumer choice and preventing lower
prices online.

Going
g Di
Digital
D
gital
Going Digital is at the heart of President
Juncker’s Political Guidelines for this
Commission. The digital economy is
not only a vital sector in its own right.
According to the President’s Guidelines
it should “become a horizontal policy,
covering all sectors of the economy
and of the public sector”. This requires
the completion of the digital single
J>OHBQ TEF@EQLLLȷBKOBJ>FKP
@LKȳKBATFQEFKK>QFLK>I?LOABOP 1EB
economic potential of breaking down
barriers to online activity is €400 billion
– exceeding the annual GDP of 19 EU
Member States. To reap these gains, the
Commission is pursuing its ambitious
Digital Single Market Strategy. As one of
many building blocks of that Strategy,
the Commission launched an inquiry to
ȳKALRQFC@LJM>KFBPJ>V?BBOB@QFKD
barriers to e-commerce in violation of
EU competition rules.

The Commission publishes
ȏL?JPCNMPRMLC AMKKCPAC
sector inquiry
In May 2015 the Commission launched
an e-commerce sector inquiry in the
context of its Digital Single Market
Strategy. During the inquiry, it gathered
evidence from nearly 1 900 companies
operating in e-commerce of consumer

The inquiry helps to launch
antitrust enforcement cases
1EBȳKAFKDP>IILTQEB!LJJFPPFLKQL
target its enforcement of EU antitrust
rules in e-commerce markets.
1EBOBMLOQ@LKȳOJPQE>QQEBDOLTQE
of e-commerce over the last decade
and, in particular, online price
transparency and price competition,
E>A>PFDKFȳ@>KQFJM>@QLK@LJM>KFBP|
distribution strategies and consumer
?BE>SFLRO 1EBȳK>IOBPRIQPLCQEBPB@QLO
inquiry highlight the following market
trends:
• A large proportion of manufacturers
decided over the last ten years to sell
their products directly to consumers
through their own online retail shops,
thereby competing increasingly with
their distributors.
• Increased use of selective
distribution systems, where the
products can only be sold by
pre-selected authorised sellers,
allows manufacturers to better
control their distribution networks, in
particular in terms of the quality of
distribution but also price.
• Increased use of contractual
restrictions to better control
product distribution. Depending on
the business model and strategy,
such restrictions may take various

forms, such as pricing restrictions,
marketplace (platform) bans,
restrictions on the use of price
comparison tools and exclusion
of pure online players from
distribution networks.
Some of these practices may be
GRPQFȳBA CLOBU>JMIB ?B@>RPB
they improve the quality of product
distribution. Others, however, may
unduly prevent consumers from
?BKBȳQFKDCOLJDOB>QBOMOLAR@Q@ELF@B
and lower prices in e-commerce and
therefore warrant Commission action
to ensure compliance with EU
competition rules.
With respect to digital content, the
OBPRIQPLCQEBPB@QLOFKNRFOV@LKȳOJQE>Q
the availability of licences from content
copyright holders is essential for digital
content providers and are a key factor
that determines the level of competition
in the market. The report points to
certain licensing practices which may
J>HBFQJLOBAFȵ@RIQCLOKBTLKIFKB
business models and services to
emerge. Almost 60% of digital content
providers who participated in the inquiry
have contractually agreed with right
holders to “geo-block”. Any assessment
of such licensing practices under the
EU competition rules, however, must
consider the characteristics of the
content industry.

Companies already reviewing
their commercial practices
The Commission is aware and welcomes
that the sector inquiry has also
prompted companies in the clothing
industry, but also other retail sectors,
to review their commercial practices on
their own initiative.
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Commission opens
investigations into
suspected anti-competitive
distribution and licensing
practices
'L$C@PS?PW RFC
Commission launched three
separate investigations
to assess if certain online
sales practices prevent
consumers from enjoying
APMQQ @MPBCPAFMGAC?LB
@CGLE?@JCRM@SWAMLQSKCP
electronics, video games
and hotel accommodation at
AMKNCRGRGTCNPGACQ 2FCRFPCC
GLTCQRGE?RGMLQ?GKRMR?AIJCRFC
QNCAGȏAGQQSCQMDPCR?GJNPGAC
restrictions, discrimination
MLRFC@?QGQMDJMA?RGML?LB
ECM @JMAIGLE 2FCNPCJGKGL?PW
results of the Commission’s
C AMKKCPACQCARMPGLOSGPW
show that the use of these
restrictions is widespread
RFPMSEFMSRRFC#3
'L(SLC RFC!MKKGQQGML
opened a formal antitrust
investigation into the
BGQRPG@SRGML?EPCCKCLRQ
and practices of clothing
manufacturer and retailer
%SCQQ 2FC!MKKGQQGMLGQ
CV?KGLGLEUFCRFCP%SCQQ
illegally restricts retailers
DPMKQCJJGLEAPMQQ @MPBCPRM
consumers within the EU Single
+?PICR
In the same month the
Commission also launched
three separate antitrust
investigations to assess
whether certain licensing and
BGQRPG@SRGMLNP?ARGACQMD,GIC 
Sanrio and Universal Studios
illegally restrict traders from
selling licensed merchandise
APMQQ @MPBCP?LBMLJGLCUGRFGL
RFC#31GLEJC+?PICR

Commission accepts commitments
from Amazon on e-books
• No longer need to reveal
other deals to Amazon
• No longer need to oﬀer Amazon
equal or better terms

Possibility of new
business models,
new e-book features,
promotions, etc.

Possibility of more
choice and more
innovative e-books

Consumers

Commission accepts commitments
from Amazon on e-books
On 4 May 2017, the Commission
adopted a decision that renders legally
?FKAFKD@LJJFQJBKQPLȲBOBA?V
Amazon to address the Commission’s
initial competition concerns relating to
a number of parity clauses in Amazon’s
distribution agreements with e-book
publishers in the European Economic
Area (EEA).
The Commission had concerns about
so-called “most-favoured-nation”
clauses which required publishers to
LȲBOJ>WLKPFJFI>OLO?BQQBOQBOJP
>KA@LKAFQFLKPQLQELPBLȲBOBAQL
Amazon’s competitors, and/or to inform
Amazon about more favourable or
alternative terms given to competitors.
The clauses covered both non-price and
price elements, and targeted almost
every aspect that a competitor can use
QLAFȲBOBKQF>QBFQPBICCOLJJ>WLK
The Commission took the preliminary
view that the clauses may have led to
less choice, less innovation and higher
prices for consumers due to less overall
competition.
Although not agreeing with the
!LJJFPPFLK|PMOBIFJFK>OVȳKAFKDP 
J>WLKLȲBOBA@LJJFQJBKQP 1EB
J>FKBȲB@QLCQEBPBFPQE>QJ>WLKFP
banned from enforcing or introducing
the relevant clauses requiring publishers
FQLLȲBOJ>WLKPFJFI>OMOF@B>KA

non-price terms and conditions as those
LȲBOBAQLJ>WLK|P@LJMBQFQLOP >KA
(ii) to inform Amazon about such terms
and conditions. The commitments will
>MMIVCLO>MBOFLALCȳSBVB>OP>KAQL
any e-book in any language distributed
by Amazon in the EEA.

!MKKGQQGMLȏLCQ%MMEJC
€2.42 billion for abusing
dominance as search engine by
giving illegal advantage to own
comparison shopping service
On 27 June 2017, the Commission
QLLH>AB@FPFLKȳKAFKDQE>Q%LLDIB
had breached EU antitrust rules.
Google abused its market dominance
as a search engine by giving illegal
advantages to another Google product,
its comparison shopping service. The
ȳKBLC ?FIIFLKOBȴB@QPQEBPBOFLRP
and sustained nature of Google’s
violation of EU antitrust rules. The
!LJJFPPFLKQLLHQEBAB@FPFLK>ȷBO
a thorough investigation and many
exchanges with Google and its
customers and competitors.
Google has come up with many
innovative products and services
QE>QE>SBJ>AB>MLPFQFSBAFȲBOBK@B
to the lives of consumers. Market
dominance, as such, is not a problem
under EU antitrust rules. However,
under EU antitrust rules dominant
companies are not allowed to abuse
their power in one market to give
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themselves an advantage in another.
Google was found to have abused its
market dominance as a search engine
by using its algorithms to promote its
own comparison shopping service in its
search results and demoting those of
competitors. This is illegal under
EU antitrust rules.. By its actions Google
denied other companies the chance to
compete on the merits and to innovate,
and denied European consumers the
?BKBȳQPLC@LJMBQFQFLK DBKRFKB@ELF@B
of services and innovation.
Google implemented illegal practices
TEBOBFQLȲBOP@LJM>OFPLKPELMMFKD
services in the EU (Germany, the United
Kingdom, France, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, the Czech Republic, Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Poland and
Sweden). 418 million citizens live in
these 13 countries.

Google’s comparison shopping
service (Google shopping):
%MMEJCQȐ?EQFGNNPMBSARGQRFC
%MMEJCQC?PAFCLEGLC 'RNPMTGBCQ
search results to consumers, who
pay for the service with their
B?R? #TCPWWC?P %MMEJCK?ICQ
?JKMQR@GJJGML31BMJJ?PQ
worldwide from adverts, such
as those it shows consumers in
PCQNMLQCRMQC?PAFOSCPGCQ 1M
the more consumers see and
AJGAIMLRFC?BTCPRQ RFCKMPC
PCTCLSC%MMEJCECLCP?RCQ 
'L %MMEJCCLRCPCBRFC
QCN?P?RCK?PICRDMPAMKN?PGQML
QFMNNGLEJ?RCP%MMEJC1FMNNGLE
allowing consumers to compare

The two pending Google inquiries:
the Android and search advertising
cases
The Commission also continues
to investigate certain practices by
Google concerning Android as well as
search advertising. The Commission’s
preliminary conclusion in relation to both
practices is that they breach EU antitrust
rules, but this does not prejudge the
outcome of the investigation.

Google abuses dominance
as search engine to give illegal advantage
to “Google Shopping”
Search

wireless headphones

Google promotes
Google Shopping by
placing it at the top
Google shows rival
comparison shopping services
much lower in results, where
consumers do not see them
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

products and prices online and
ȏLBBC?JQDPMKT?PGMSQPCR?GJCPQ 
'L%MMEJC @WSQGLEGRQ
algorithms, started to give its
MULNPMBSAR%MMEJC1FMNNGLE
more prominent placement in
the search results than to its
PGT?JQ %MMEJC?JQMBCKMRCBPGT?J
comparison shopping services,
PCQSJRGLEGL?JMUCPP?LIGLE
GLECLCPGAQC?PAFPCQSJRQ 2FGQ
KC?LRRF?R%MMEJC1FMNNGLE
U?QKMPCTGQG@JC?LBMRFCP
comparison shopping services
UCPCJCQQTGQG@JCRMAMLQSKCPQ
?LBJCQQJGICJWRM@CAJGAICBML 
The Commission’s investigation
assessed whether these practices
@PC?AFCB#3?LRGRPSQRPSJCQ

!MKKGQQGMLȏLCQ$?AC@MMI
€110 million for providing
misleading information about
WhatsApp takeover
On 18 May 2017, the Commission
ȳKBA$>@B?LLHJFIIFLKCLO
providing incorrect or misleading
information during the Commission’s
2014 investigation under the EU Merger
Regulation of Facebook’s acquisition of
WhatsApp.

Next >

The decision has no impact on the
Commission’s October 2014 decision
to authorise the transaction under the
EU Merger Regulation. The decision is
unrelated to either ongoing national
antitrust procedures or privacy, data
protection or consumer protection
issues, which may arise following the
August 2016 update of WhatsApp
terms of service and privacy policy.

Commissioner Vestager:
“The decision sends a clear
signal to companies that they
must comply with all aspects
of EU merger rules, including
RFCM@JGE?RGMLRMNPMTGBC
AMPPCARGLDMPK?RGML LBGR
imposes a proportionate and
BCRCPPCLRȏLCML$?AC@MMI 2FC
!MKKGQQGMLKSQR@C?@JCRM
R?ICBCAGQGMLQ?@MSRKCPECPQ
CȎCARQMLAMKNCRGRGMLGLDSJJ
ILMUJCBECMD?AASP?RCD?ARQ} 
#SPMNC?L!MKKGQQGML .PCQQ
PCJC?QCz|+CPECPQ!MKKGQQGML
ȏLCQ$?AC@MMIKGJJGMLDMP
providing misleading information
?@MSR5F?RQNNR?ICMTCP} 
PSQQCJQ +?W 
'.  
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ENSURING COMPETITION AND
INVESTMENT IN THE TELECOMS SECTOR
FOR THE BENEFIT OF CONSUMERS
French broadband scheme (Plan
Très Haut Débit) approved
The Commission’s State aid assessment
ensures, among other things, that
public funding does not take the
place of private investment. On
7 November 2016 the Commission
approved a French national broadband
scheme. The scheme involves
investments of €13 billion. It aims
to bring very high speed broadband
everywhere in France without
unduly distorting competition. The
Commission’s assessment also ensures
that other service providers can use
the publicly funded infrastructure

As part of its Digital Single
+?PICR"1+1RP?RCEW RFC
Commission encourages
@PM?B@?LBPMJJMSR?LB?AACQQ
to high speed connections,
especially in underserved
areas, to ensure a high level
MDAMLLCARGTGRWGLRFC#3 +MQR
+CK@CP1R?RCQF?TCEP?BS?JJW
adopted and even updated
L?RGML?J?LB MPPCEGML?J
@PM?B@?LBQRP?RCEGCQ 5FGJC
RFCGPAMLRCLRBGȎCPQ K?LWMD
them provide for measures to
support supply through the use
MDNS@JGADSLBQ
#VRCLQGTCL?RGML?J@PM?B@?LB
QAFCKCQF?TC@CCL?NNPMTCB
@WRFC!MKKGQQGMLBSPGLE
2016, in particular for the
United Kingdom, Italy and
$P?LAC -TCP?JMLECPNCPGMB
  RFC!MKKGQQGML
approved State aid for
@PM?B@?LBRMR?JJGLE 
@GJJGML "SPGLERFCQ?KCNCPGMB 
+CK@CP1R?RCQ?BMNRCB
@PM?B@?LB1R?RC?GBKC?QSPCQ
@CLCȏRRGLEDPMKRFC%CLCP?J
JMAI#VCKNRGML0CESJ?RGML

on a non-discriminatory basis. This
MOLQB@QPBȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK TEF@EFP
a key driver for investment and better
prices and quality for consumers and
businesses.
With these plans, all French households
and businesses will have access to high
speed broadband by 2022. The plans
also enable more choice in terms of
suppliers. This is good news for citizens
and for small- and medium-sized
companies in France. Access to high
speed broadband is also a key priority of
the Commission’s Digital Single Market
Strategy.
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This scheme will fund local authorities’
infrastructure projects, mainly to
deploy Next Generation Access (NGA)
networks. These are networks that
ensure connection speeds of at least
30 megabits per second (Mbps).

cases it has assessed. In particular, the
UK mobile market shows the opposite.
In recent years, UK mobile operators
have been investing billions to roll
LRQ% TEFIBOBJ>FKFKDMOLȳQ>?IB 
Competition, not consolidation, has
promoted investment.

No evidence that telecoms
consolidation in Europe is
necessary for network investment

Commission decision ensures
cross-border competition in Italian
mobile telecoms market

'QFPLȷBKP>FAQE>QQBIB@LJP
consolidation in Europe is necessary to
BKPROBKBQTLOHLMBO>QLOP>OBMOLȳQ>?IB
to allow them to invest in networks. The
Commission has not seen compelling
evidence to support those claims in the

On 1 September 2016 the
Commission approved a proposed
telecommunications joint venture
between VimpelCom’s subsidiary
WIND and Hutchison’s subsidiary H3G,
respectively the third and fourth largest

operators in the Italian retail mobile
market. The approval is conditional
LKQEBAFSBPQJBKQLCPRȵ@FBKQ>PPBQP
that will allow a new operator to enter
the market.
The Commission could approve
the deal because Hutchison and
3FJMBI!LJLȲBOBA>PQOLKDOBJBAV
that enables the French mobile
network operator, Iliad, to enter the
Italian market. This case shows that
telecom companies in Europe can
grow by consolidation within the same
@LRKQOV MOLSFABABȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK
is preserved. It also shows they can
grow by cross-border expansion, such
as Iliad in this case.

H3G/WIND merger compensated by entry
of ILIAD into Italian market
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UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL
OF THE EUROPEAN ENERGY UNION

Making the most of taxpayers’
money to keep the lights on

Since the inquiry has found that
a number of existing capacity
mechanisms have major shortcomings,
the Commission will continue to work
with the Member States concerned to
bring these schemes in line with State
aid rules.

As one of the Commission’s ten
priorities, the European Energy Union
will ensure that Europe has secure,
>ȲLOA>?IB>KADOBBKBKBODV 1EFP
requires better links between national
energy networks and a new way for
electricity markets to work. Competition
enforcement plays an important role,
especially when it comes to keeping
prices down and supporting the drive to
decarbonise our economy.

Capacity mechanism sector
inquiry - Final Report published
on 30 November 2016
Capacity mechanisms are measures
taken by Member States using
taxpayers’ money to keep the lights
LK 1EBOBCLOB QEBVMLQBKQF>IIV>ȲB@Q
every home and organisation in Europe.
Typically, capacity mechanisms reward
electricity providers for standing ready
to deliver electricity at short notice
when the need arises. They may also
reward consumers by reducing their
electricity consumption in critical hours
if they are willing and able to do so. An
increasing number of Member States
are introducing capacity mechanisms to
encourage investment in power plants
or provide incentives for power plants to
continue to operate, with the purpose
of ensuring that the supply of electricity
meets demand at all times.
The Report concludes that Member
States need to assess better the need
for capacity mechanisms and indicates
how to improve their design to ensure
security of supply while minimising
competition distortions. The Report also
concludes that many Member States
have yet to implement market reforms
that are indispensable to address
security of supply issues. In those
cases where a capacity mechanism is
truly necessary, the Report indicates

Ensuring that all suppliers play
by the rules
The Commission has been investigating
the business practices of Gazprom in
Central and Eastern Europe.
which types of capacity mechanisms
may be most suitable to solve the
FABKQFȳBAMOL?IBJ 'KM>OQF@RI>O QEB
Report concludes that the price paid
for capacity must be determined by
means of a competitive process, in
which all types of capacities that can
help address the security of supply
problem (not only existing power plants
but also demand response providers,
new capacities, storage facilities,
interconnectors and foreign capacities)
should be allowed to participate.

The Gazprom case is an example of
QEB!LJJFPPFLK|PBȲLOQQLBKPROBQE>Q
the Energy Union functions properly
by opening markets, facilitating
@OLPP ?LOABOD>PȴLTP>KABKPROFKD
competitive gas pricing. The case sends
an important signal that all market
players, regardless of their nationality,
must abide by EU competition rules
when doing business in the EU. The
same principles are driving similar
antitrust investigations in the Energy
Sector.
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Commissioner Vestager:
|5C@CJGCTCRF?R%?XNPMKQ
AMKKGRKCLRQUGJJCL?@JCRFC
DPCCȐMUMDE?QGL!CLRP?J?LB
Eastern Europe at competitive
NPGACQ 2FCW?BBPCQQMSP
competition concerns and
NPMTGBC?DMPU?PBJMMIGLE
QMJSRGMLGLJGLCUGRF#3PSJCQ 
'LD?AR RFCWFCJNRM@CRRCP
GLRCEP?RCE?QK?PICRQGLRFC
PCEGML 2FGQK?RRCPQRMKGJJGMLQ
of Europeans that rely on gas
to heat their homes and fuel
RFCGP@SQGLCQQCQ 5CLMUU?LR
to hear the views of customers
?LBMRFCPQR?ICFMJBCPQ?LBUGJJ
A?PCDSJJWAMLQGBCPRFCK@CDMPC
R?IGLE?LWBCAGQGML}
#SPMNC?L!MKKGQQGMLz.PCQQ
PCJC?QCz|LRGRPSQR!MKKGQQGML
GLTGRCQAMKKCLRQML%?XNPMK
commitments concerning Central
and Eastern European gas
K?PICRQ}  PSQQCJQ +?PAF
'.  

The Commission’s initial view is that
Gazprom is in breach of EU antitrust
rules by pursuing a strategy of
fragmenting the Central and Eastern
European gas markets, aimed at
maintaining an unfair pricing policy
in several EU Member States.
Gazprom, according to the Commission’s
preliminary assessment, implemented
this strategy by hindering cross-border
gas sales, charging unfair prices and
making gas supplies conditional on
obtaining unrelated infrastructure
commitments.

>KBȲB@QFSBT>VLC>AAOBPPFKDFQP
competition concerns and enable the
COBBȴLTLCD>P>Q@LJMBQFQFSBMOF@BP
across Central and Eastern Europe.
If this is the case, the Commission
may adopt a decision making the
commitments legally binding on
Gazprom. If a company breaks such
commitments, the Commission can
FJMLPB>ȳKBLCRMQLѵLCQEB
company’s worldwide turnover, without
having to prove an infringement of the
EU antitrust rules.

%>WMOLJE>PLȲBOBA@LJJFQJBKQPQL
resolve the Commission’s competition
concerns. In the Commission’s view
QEB@LJJFQJBKQPLȲBOBA?V%>WMOLJ
were capable of addressing its
competition concerns. In March 2017,
the Commission invited all interested
parties to submit their views on the
@LJJFQJBKQPLȲBOBA?V%>WMOLJ 

Ensuring that
technology providers
compete on equal grounds

The Commission is now analysing
carefully those responses in order
QLQ>HB>ȳK>ISFBT>PQLTEBQEBO
commitments from Gazprom can be

A sound Energy Union requires strong
and innovative technology providers
which should be able to compete on
equal grounds. This is why in 2016/17,
the Commission investigated the
restructuring of nuclear technology
provider Areva. The Commission
analysed whether the planned
injections of public capital into the
company would not unduly favour

GAZPROM’s proposed measures to remedy
competition concerns
€€€ EE
€€€

Allowing cross-border
ﬂows of gas
€€€

Ensuring competitive prices,
linked e.g. to liquid hubs
Enabling interconnections
Providing ﬂexibility to divert
gas to this delivery point

LV

€€€ LT

€€€

NL
DE

CZ

PL

GAZPROM gas

SK
HU

€€€

BG
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Areva over its competitors by giving
FQ>@@BPPQLȳK>K@B>QQBOJPKLQ
available on the market, and whether
the divestiture of Areva’s reactor
business to French utility EDF would
not lead to EDF unduly favouring
Areva over its competitors as a
supplier to EDF or restricting access
of its competitors to Areva’s reactor
products and services.
As regards the divestiture of
the reactor business to EDF, the
Commission found that the transaction
would not raise competition concerns
in the markets for the design and
construction of new reactors, the
markets for services to existing plants
and for instrumentation and control
systems, and the market for nuclear
fuel assemblies, all strategic markets
for the nuclear sector.
As regards the planned injection
of public capital, the Commission
authorised the State to intervene in
exchange for commitments aimed at
minimising competition distortions in
the markets of nuclear fuel. For
instance, Areva is not allowed to
increase its production capacity of
enriched nuclear fuel during the time
of its restructuring. It is also not
allowed to acquire companies during
the restructuring period.
In such complex restructurings,
competition tools such as merger and
State aid control contribute to ensuring
that markets continue delivering
FK@BKQFSBPCLO@LJM>KFBPQL?BBȵ@FBKQ
>KAFKKLS>QFSB QLQEB?BKBȳQLC
customers and the EU consumer.

+?IGLEPCAWAJGLE?ȎMPB?@JCDMP
consumers
#ȲB@QFSBT>PQBJ>K>DBJBKQFP>K
important part of the circular economy.
In September 2016, the Commission
ȳKBAIQPQLȲ/B@V@IFKDRPQOF>/
€6 million for blocking competitors from
entering the Austrian market for waste
management.

Clearing investments
in nuclear plants whilst
limiting distortions
of competition
In March 2017 the Commission
@IB>OBA&RKD>OV|PȳK>K@F>I
support for the construction of
two new nuclear reactors in Paks
(Paks II). The new reactors will
replace the four reactors currently
operating at the Paks site,
which were constructed in the
1980s and currently account for
approximately 50% of Hungary’s
domestic electricity production.
Under the EU Treaties, Member
States are free to determine
their energy mix and have the
choice to invest in nuclear
technology. The Commission’s
role is to ensure that the
distortion of competition on
the energy market as a result
of the State support is limited
to a minimum. During the
investigation carried out by the
Commission. the Hungarian
Government made substantial
commitments, which allowed the
Commission to approve
the investment under EU State
aid rules:

for its investment or to cover
normal costs for the operation
of Paks II.
• To avoid market concentration,
Paks II will be functionally and
legally separated from the
operator of the Paks nuclear
power plant
• To ensure market liquidity, Paks
II will sell at least 30% of its
total electricity output on the
open power exchange and the
rest of Paks II’s total electricity
output will be sold by Paks II on
objective, transparent and nondiscriminatory terms by way of
auctions.

• To avoid overcompensation
of the operator of Paks II, any
MLQBKQF>IMOLȳQPTFIIBFQEBO
be used to pay back Hungary

ARA has been the dominant provider
of services for household packaging
waste in Austria. From 2008 to 2012
ARA refused to competitors access
to the Austrian wasted collection
infrastructure controlled or owned
by it, thereby excluding all competition
in the market. Such abusive behavior
is in breach of the EU antitrust rules.
ȷBOQEB!LJJFPPFLKPQ>OQBAFQP
investigation, Austria adopted a new
waste law in 2013 and ARA began
granting access to its household

waste collection infrastructure. Several
competitors have since entered the
market.
ARA cooperated with the Commission
by acknowledging the infringement.
/>IPLLȲBOBAQLAFSBPQQEBM>OQLC
the household collection infrastructure
that it owns to make sure that this
infringement cannot be repeated in the
future. The Commission took account of
/|P@LLMBO>QFLK?VOBAR@FKDQEBȳKB
by 30%.
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PROMOTING A COMPETITIVE
FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN

My tomato

The Commission has recently cleared
two important deals in this sector:
the merger between Dow and DuPont
and the acquisition of Syngenta by
ChemChina. All these companies
sell pesticides, i.e. products used by
farmers to control pests that can harm
their crops.
Both mergers were assessed on their
own merits and were allowed to proceed
LKIVTEBKQEBM>OQFBPLȲBOBAOBJBAFBP
which convinced the Commission that
they would not pose any impediment to
BȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK 

Food is not just about what people put
LKQEBFOMI>QBPFQ>ȲB@QPJ>KVLQEBO
areas, such as employment, health and
the environment. The food supply chain
connects three important sectors of the
European economy – agriculture, the
food processing industry and distribution.
The way the food supply chain functions
is key to providing quality and safe
CLLAMOLAR@QP>Q>ȲLOA>?IBMOF@BP #2
competition rules apply to the whole
food supply chain.

The importance of competition in
concentrated markets
The global industries for pesticides and
seeds are being transformed. These
products lie at the beginning of the
food chain and they matter to farmers,
to consumers and eventually to the
BKSFOLKJBKQ #ȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLKFK
this sector allows farmers to choose
COLJ>O>KDBLCMOLAR@QP>Q>ȲLOA>?IB
prices. It also pushes companies to
continue developing new products that
meet the high regulatory standards
in Europe. Innovation is particularly
important in the agro-chemical industry.
It aims at discovering and developing
new products that are less toxic or more
Bȵ@FBKQ >KAEBIMPQLAB>ITFQEQEB
fact that pests adapt and may become
resistant to existing products over time.

Two important mergers in the
agro-chemical sector
When assessing the Dow/DuPont
merger, the Commission had concerns
that the merger could have reduced
competition on price and choice in
a number of markets for existing
pesticides. Furthermore, the merger
would have reduced innovation.
To address the Commission’s
competition concerns, Dow and
DuPont agreed to divest all of
DuPont’s pesticides in the areas the
Commission was concerned about.
The sale included a number of new
products that DuPont was developing,
and also its worldwide research
and development organization for
pesticides. The Commission concluded
that the divestment package enabled
a buyer sustainably to replace
"RÅLKQ|P@LJMBQFQFSBBȲB@QFKQEBPB
markets and continue to innovate. This
way, farmers and other customers
TFII@LKQFKRBQL?BKBȳQCOLJQEB
competitive race that brings them
lower pesticide prices and better and
safer products for the future.

How the Commission’s two
decisions helped to preserve
CȎCARGTCAMKNCRGRGML
While the Syngenta and ChemChina
QO>KP>@QFLK>ȲB@QBAQEBP>JBQVMBP
of markets as the Dow and DuPont
transaction, the Commission did not
have the same concerns as in the
Dow/DuPont case about loss of
competition among innovators.
Instead, the focus in this case was
on competition on the market of existing
pesticides.
The Commission analyzed the potential
BȲB@QPLCQEBJBODBOLKBSBOVQVMB
of pesticide in each of the Member
States. In all, the Commission had to
look closely at more than 450 markets,
where the parties held relatively high
combined market shares. In response
to the Commission’s concerns that the
transaction would reduce competition
in a number of markets, the parties
LȲBOBAQLPBIILȲ>J>GLOPE>OBLCQEBFO
overlapping business. This includes
>PFDKFȳ@>KQM>OQLC!EBJ!EFK>|P
business for pesticides and plant growth
regulators, as well as some pesticides
owned by Syngenta. They also agreed
to sell 29 products that are under
development by Adama, a ChemChina
subsidiary. The remedy also includes
access to all the assets the buyer will
need to run the business – including
all the necessary data to maintain and
renew regulatory approvals.
The two Commission decisions allow
price and innovation competition in
pesticides markets to be preserved and
J>FKQ>FKBA QLQEB?BKBȳQLC#ROLMB>K
farmers and ultimately consumers.
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Dealing with global mergers
Merger cases have become
more complex, also in
QBOJPLCOBSFBTPFKAFȲBOBKQ
jurisdictions. For example, the
merger between AB InBev
>KA0 +FIIBOT>PKLQFȳBAQL
>RQELOFQFBPLKPFUAFȲBOBKQ
continents. The Dow/Dupont
>@NRFPFQFLKT>PKLQFȳBA
to 24 jurisdictions and the
transaction between Syngenta
and ChemChina to 19.

Commission ensures AB InBev / SABMiller
takeover will not harm consumers
in €125 bn EU beer markets

Corona
Stella
Artois
Budweiser
Beck’s

Miller
Peroni
Pilsner
Urquell
Grolsch

To sell all
SABMiller
businesses in EU
(9 countries)

Peroni
Grolsch

Pilsner
Urquell

Assessing the merger between the
two world’s largest brewers
The Commission not only defends
competition in markets that farmers
depend on, but also where it directly
matters for European consumers.
On 24 May 2016, the Commission
cleared a transaction bringing together
SABMiller, the world’s second largest
brewer, and AB InBev, the world’s largest
?OBTBO ȷBOQEFPJBODBO QEBBKQFQV
will sell twice as much beer and earn
CLROQFJBPJLOBMOLȳQQE>KQEBPB@LKA
I>ODBPQ?OBTBO >KAȳSBQFJBPJLOB?BBO
>KAQFJBPJLOBMOLȳQQE>KQEBQEFOA
largest brewer.
The acquisition involved a complex
investigation. The Commission’s concern
was that the transaction would have
removed an important competitor in
many European countries and likely
facilitated tacit price coordination
among brewers in the European
Economic Area.
Europeans buy around €125 billion
worth of beer every year, so even a
relatively small price increase could
cause considerable harm to consumers.
It was therefore very important to
ensure that AB InBev’s takeover of
SABMiller did not reduce competition
on European beer markets. As a
OBJBAVQEBM>OQFBPLȲBOBAQLAFSBPQ
practically the whole of SABMiller’s beer
business in Europe, which convinced the
Commission that customers would not
lose out.

Approved takeover

The 2015 Antitrust Guidelines
in the agricultural sector
Farmers are frequently dispersed
>KALȷBKKBBAQL@LLMBO>QBQL
>@EFBSBBȵ@FBK@VFKMOLAR@QFLK 
marketing and distribution. Today,
they can cooperate in many ways
to make their farms operate more
MOLȳQ>?IV 
Competition policy and agriculture
have a special relationship.
Special rules allow farmers to
work together when that meets
the goals of the EU agricultural
policy set out in Article 39 TFEU.
Cooperation among farmers
can help them to become
JLOBBȵ@FBKQ @LJMBQFQFSB>KA
innovative in a globalised world
and to acquire more value in the
food chain.

In 2015, the Commission issued
guidelines to help farmers who
produce olive oil, beef and arable
crops to get together and become
JLOBBȵ@FBKQ 1EB!LJJFPPFLKBOP
for Agriculture and for Competition
are working closely together
to understand what else the
Commission can do to make the
competition rules simpler and
better for farmers.
At the same time, the Commission
is also committed to protecting
the integrity of the internal market
for farmers and to ensure that
@LKPRJBOP@>K@LKQFKRBQLȳKA
high-quality food at competitive
prices.
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PRESERVING FAIR COMPETITION
IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL SECTOR

A key sector for citizens
European citizens need access to
FKKLS>QFSB P>CB>KA>ȲLOA>?IB
pharmaceutical products. When
pharmaceutical companies, medical
device companies or other healthrelated companies are deterred from
unfair practices, citizens win. New, better
products are developed. Prices go down.
Health budgets are spared. In the EU,
national authorities are free to adopt
pricing rules for medicines and to decide
on treatments they wish to reimburse
under their social security systems. Each
@LRKQOVE>PAFȲBOBKQME>OJ>@BRQF@>I
pricing and reimbursement policies,
adapted to its own economic and health
needs; nonetheless, all pharmaceutical
companies operating in the EU internal
market must respect competition rules.
In the pharmaceutical sector, the key
challenge for competition enforcement
is to strike the right balance between,
on the one hand, rewarding companies
for successful R&D investment
activities, and, on the other, enabling
a competitive environment which
promotes access to less expensive
quality medicines.

The General Court’s Lundbeck
HSBEKCLRAMLȏPKCBRFC
!MKKGQQGMLQȏLBGLEQ
On 8 September 2016, the General
Court upheld the Commission’s
Lundbeck decision and ruled for the
ȳOPQQFJBQE>QME>OJ>M>V CLO ABI>V
agreements breach EU antitrust rules.
The Commission’s decision found
that the Danish pharmaceutical
company Lundbeck and four generics
competitors had concluded agreements
that delayed the generics’ entry
into the market for antidepressant
medicines and thereby harmed patients
and health care systems.
Before the agreements were concluded,
Lundbeck’s basic patent for the
blockbuster antidepressant medicine
citalopram had expired. Lundbeck still
held a number of process patents that
provided limited protection. Generics
producers were preparing for market
entry with much cheaper generic
versions of citalopram. Lundbeck
paid the generics competitors for
their promise to delay entry into the
citalopram market. That way, Lundbeck
was certain to avoid competition from
the four companies for the entire
duration of the agreements. As a result,
Lundbeck protected its high prices,
and the generic companies got their
M>VLȲ 'QT>PEB>IQEPVPQBJPQE>Q
paid for these high prices. Competition
enforcement stepped in to redress
competition.

Looking into pricing practices for
cancer medicines
On 15 May 2017, the Commission
opened a formal investigation against
Aspen Pharma, a global pharmaceutical
company headquartered in South Africa.
Aspen has several subsidiaries in the
EEA. The Commission will investigate
whether Aspen has abused a dominant
market position in breach of EU antitrust
rules by charging excessive prices for
ȳSBIFCB P>SFKD@>K@BOJBAF@FKBP 
The investigation concerns Aspen’s
alleged pricing practices for
niche medicines containing the
active pharmaceutical ingredients
chlorambucil, melphalan,
mercaptopurine, tioguanine and
busulfan. The medicines in question
are used for treating cancer, such as
hematologic tumours. They are sold
TFQEAFȲBOBKQCLOJRI>QFLKP>KARKABO
multiple brand names. Aspen acquired
QEBPBJBAF@FKBP>ȷBOQEBFOM>QBKQ
protection had expired.
The Commission will investigate
information as to whether Aspen may
E>SBFJMLPBASBOVPFDKFȳ@>KQ>KA
RKGRPQFȳBAMOF@BFK@OB>PBPLCRMQL
several hundred percent, so-called ‘price
gouging’, in exchange for continuing
to market the medicines in question in
some Member States. The investigation
covers all of the EEA except Italy, where
the Italian competition authority already
adopted an infringement decision
against Aspen on 29 September 2016.
1EFPFPQEB!LJJFPPFLK|PȳOPQ
investigation into concerns about
excessive pricing practices in
the pharmaceutical industry. The
Commission will now carry out its
in-depth investigation as a matter
of priority. The opening of formal
proceedings does not prejudge the
outcome of the investigation.
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Follow-up to the
pharmaceuticals sector
inquiry
As a response to indications
that competition in Europe’s
NF?PK?ACSRGA?JQK?PICRQ
KGEFRLMR@CUMPIGLEUCJJ RFC
!MKKGQQGMLSLBCPRMMI?QCARMP
inquiry into the pharmaceuticals
QCARMPGL?LB 
Since then, the Commission
F?Q@CCLKMLGRMPGLEN?RCLR
QCRRJCKCLRQ@CRUCCLMPGEGL?RMP
and generic companies and
QMD?PF?QNS@JGQFCBQCTCL
?LLS?JKMLGRMPGLEPCNMPRQ 2FC
QCTCLRFPCNMPRNS@JGQFCBML
"CACK@CPAMLȏPKCBRFC
continued use of settlement
agreements, which reached
GLRMR?JGL RFC
WC?PAMTCPCB@WRFCQCTCLRF

KMLGRMPGLECVCPAGQC 2FCNMPRGML
MDQCRRJCKCLRQRF?RAMSJB@C
NMRCLRG?JJWNPM@JCK?RGADMP
AMKNCRGRGMLG C RFMQCAMLR?GLGLE
a limitation on generic entry and a
value transfer from the originator
to the generic company) remained
JMU ?RϤMD?JJQCRRJCKCLRQ
AMLAJSBCBGL
-L(SLC RFC!MSLAGJMD
RFC#SPMNC?L3LGMLNS@JGQFCB
conclusions on strengthening the
@?J?LACGLRFCNF?PK?ACSRGA?J
systems in the EU and its
+CK@CP1R?RCQ 'LN?PRGASJ?P 
GRGLTGRCB+CK@CP1R?RCQRM
cooperate voluntarily, for example,
on exchange of information
with respect to pricing and
PCGK@SPQCKCLR?LBGRGLTGRCBRFC
Commission to “continue and
where possible intensify, including

The Statement of Objections to
Teva on ‘pay-for-delay’ pharma
agreement
In July 2017, the Commission
sent a Statement of Objections to
pharmaceutical company Teva. The
Commission informed Teva of its
preliminary view that an agreement
concluded with Cephalon was in
breach of EU antitrust rules. Under
the agreement, Teva committed not
to market a cheaper generic version
of Cephalon’s drug for sleep disorders,
JLA>ȳKFI 
Market entry and competition by
generic drugs is an essential element to
FJMOLSBQEB>ȲLOA>?FIFQVLCEB>IQE@>OB 
The Statement of Objections alleges
that the patent settlement agreement
between Cephalon and Teva may
have caused substantial harm to EU
patients and health service budgets.
This is because they may have
delayed the entry of a cheaper generic
medicine, leading to higher prices for
JLA>ȳKFI 1EBPBKAFKDLC>0Q>QBJBKQ
of Objections does not prejudge the
outcome of the investigation.

through a report on recent
competition cases following
the pharma sector inquiry
of 2008/2009, the merger
enforcement pursuant to the EC
Merger Regulation (Regulation
139/2004) and the monitoring,
methods development and
investigation - in cooperation
with national competition
authorities in the European
Competition Network (ECN) - of
potential cases of market abuse,
excessive pricing as well as other
market restrictions speciﬁcally
relevant to the pharmaceutical
companies operating within the
EU, such in accordance with
Articles 101 and 102 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union”.

Merger control in the
pharmaceutical sector
#ȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK?BQTBBKDBKBOF@
pharmaceutical manufacturers is
essential to drive down prices for
patients and healthcare systems. The
Commission’s merger control ensures
that consolidation of the industry does
not lead to market distortions.
In March 2016, the Commission approved
under the EU Merger Regulation the
proposed acquisition of the generics
business of Allergan of Ireland, by Teva
of Israel. Both companies are among
the top four generic pharmaceutical
manufacturers worldwide. The decision
is conditional upon the divestment of
a number of assets, including the great
majority of Allergan Generics’ business in
the UK and Ireland.
The Commission had concerns that
the merged entity would have faced
FKPRȵ@FBKQ@LJMBQFQFLKCOLJQEB
remaining players for a number of generic
pharmaceuticals, as well as regarding
the overall generics business in the UK,
Ireland and Iceland. The commitments
LȲBOBA?VQEB@LJM>KFBP>AAOBPPQEBPB
@LK@BOKP BKPROFKDBȲB@QFSB@LJMBQFQFLK
in all European countries.
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PROTECTING COMPETITION
IN FINANCIAL MARKETS

Extract from Commissioner
Vestager’s speech
(“Supporting growth
through competition in
ȏL?LAG?JK?PICRQ}?RRFC
SKAGEN Funds New Year’s
Conference (Copenhagen,
12 January 2017)
This year – 2017 - it will be
a decade since the subprime
crisis started to undermine trust
between banks. Since the collapse
of Northern Rock set the scene for
the crisis. [State aid rules] make
sure that in the rush to support
banks, the interests of competition
and taxpayers aren’t forgotten.
And the Commission applies them
in exactly the same way to every
bank, in every country.
That means that taxpayers aren’t
IBȷQLPELRIABOQEB?ROABKLK
their own. The shareholders and

?LKAELIABOPQE>QMOLȳQBAFKDLLA
times have to take part of the hit
when things go wrong.
It means that banks have to come
up with a restructuring plan that
can make them viable in the long
term. They need to take a hard
look at their businesses, and get
LRQLCRKMOLȳQ>?IBLKBP
And of course, it means protecting
competition. Bailing out a bank
shouldn’t mean giving it money
that it can use to compete unfairly
with rivals that didn’t need help
from government.
In the last ten years, we’ve
applied those rules in more
than 450 decisions. More than
65 banks have been restructured,
and another 40 banks have been
liquidated in a managed and
orderly way.

From a competition perspective, it is
important that non-viable banks are not
>OQFȳ@F>IIVHBMQ>IFSB ?RQBUFQQEBJ>OHBQ 
At the same time, in such situation
State aid can be granted to cushion
repercussions on the real economy
of the regions in which such banks
J>FKIVLMBO>QB 'KQEBQTLPMB@Fȳ@
@>PBP QEB>FADO>KQBACLOQEFPPMB@Fȳ@
goal facilitated the transfer of some
activities of the liquidated banks to the
?BPQLȲBO>S>FI>?IBCOLJQEBJ>OHBQ 
with full integration and downsizing by
the acquiring bank. Nonetheless, the aid
was limited under State aid rules by full
burden sharing from shareholders and
subordinated creditors.

The Commission blocks proposed
stock exchange merger
Clearing services are provided by socalled clearing houses which operate
between the two trading parties – the
seller and the buyer. What they do is
assume the risk of default of each
trading party vis-à-vis the other. Thus,
clearing houses are essential for the
PQ>?FIFQVLCȳK>K@F>IJ>OHBQP 1EBV>SLFA
>ALJFKLBȲB@QFCLKBM>OQVABC>RIQP

Protecting competition through the
market exit of banks in national
insolvency proceedings
In June 2017, the Commission
approved, under EU State aid rules,
Italian measures to facilitate the
liquidation of Banca Popolare di Vicenza
(BPVI) and Veneto Banca under national
insolvency law.
The decision followed the declaration by
the European Central Bank (ECB), in its
capacity as supervisory authority, that
BPVI and Veneto Banca were failing
or likely to fail and the decisions by
the Single Resolution Board (SRB), the
competent resolution authority, that
resolution action was not warranted in
the public interest in either case. This
means that the banks were not put in

insolvency rules apply and it is for the
responsible national authorities to
wind up the institution under national
insolvency law.

On 29 March 2017 the Commission
decided to prohibit the proposed
merger between Deutsche Börse and
the London Stock Exchange Group. The
proposed merger would have combined
the activities of the two largest
European stock exchange operators.

resolution, because they did not have
a critical function at the national or
EU level, or would have created risks
CLOȳK>K@F>IPQ>?FIFQV #2I>TMOLSFABP
that, in such circumstances, national

The main concern raised by the
JBODBOT>P@IB>OFKDCLOȳUBA FK@LJB
instruments, namely government
bonds and repurchase agreements.
Repurchasing agreements are important
FKPQORJBKQPCLOPELOQ QBOJOBȳK>K@FKD
of market participants. These
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instruments have grown in importance
PFK@BQEBȳK>K@F>I@OFPFP >PQEBV>OB>
PB@ROBT>VLCL?Q>FKFKDȳK>K@FKD>Q
short notice. In addition, the merger
raised concerns in trading and clearing
of single stock equity derivatives –
contracts whose value is linked to the
price of an underlying share.
Deutsche Börse and the London
Stock Exchange are basically the only
@LJM>KFBPQE>QMOLSFABȳUBAFK@LJB
clearing services in Europe. Last year,
€3.4 trillion worth of bond trades alone
were cleared in the EEA. Almost all of
that was cleared by the clearing houses
of Deutsche Börse and the London
Stock Exchange Group.

2FC!MKKGQQGMLȏLCQ
Crédit Agricole, HSBC and
JPMorgan Chase €485 million
for euro interest rate
derivatives cartel
On 7 December 2016 the Commission
AB@FABAQLȳKBQEOBB?>KHP>QLQ>ILC
over €485 million for their participation
in what has become known as the
EURIBOR cartel. The three banks are
Crédit Agricole, HSBC and JPMorgan
!E>PB 1EBV@LIIRABALK>ȳK>K@F>I
product called euro interest rate
derivatives together with four other
banks that had chosen to settle the
case with the Commission in December
2013. These four banks were Barclays,
Deutsche Bank, the Royal Bank of
Scotland and Société Générale.
Financial markets need to be
@LJMBQFQFSB 1EBȳK>K@F>IMOLAR@QP
concerned by this cartel, euro interest
rate derivatives, are highly important
not only for banks but for many
businesses in the EU. They are traded
globally on international money markets
worth trillions of euros. Companies use
them to manage their interest rate
risks and reduce uncertainty in the
business environment. Therefore, rigging
QEFPJ>OHBQQL?BKBȳQLKIV>CBTE>P
immense consequences. This is exactly
what happened in this case.

What exactly did the seven
banks do?
The aim of the cartel was to
distort a pricing component for
euro interest rate derivatives,
RFCQM A?JJCB#30' -0P?RC 
2FC#30' -0P?RCGQQCR@?QCB
MLOSMRCQQS@KGRRCBB?GJW@W
?N?LCJMD@?LIQ 2FCQCTCL
cartelists were part of this
N?LCJ?LB?EPCCBRMQS@KGR
quotes that would allow
RFCKRMKMTCRFC#30' -0
on the day either up or down,
BCNCLBGLEMLUF?R@CLCȏRRCB
RFCK -LB?WQUFCL?RP?BCP
received money calculated
MLRFC@?QGQMD#30' -0 RFC
trader had an interest in a high
#30' -0P?RC -LB?WQUFCLFC
needed to pay, the trader would
U?LR?JMU#30' -0P?RC

This decision marks the end of several
investigations the Commission carried
out into cartels set up by major
international banks to manipulate the
trading of derivatives. Over the past
three years the Commission has taken
PFUAB@FPFLKPLK@>OQBIPFJMLPFKDȳKBP
of just above €2 billion.

Entry into force of
new rules to boost card
payment transparency
Many consumers use payment
cards every day when they
@SWGLQFMNQMPMLJGLC $MP
WC?PQ RFCDCCQAF?PECB@W
RFC@?LIQDMPRFCQCA?PB
N?WKCLRQUCPCJ?PECJWLML
transparent even though the
AMQRQ?PCSJRGK?RCJWN?GB@W
AMLQSKCPQ 
-L(SLC LCUPSJCQ
set out in the Interchange
Fee Regulation made the
costs of payments with
BC@GRMPAPCBGRA?PBQKMPC
transparent to retailers and
consumers and allowed them
RMK?ICCȑ
AGCLRAFMGACQ 2FC
Interchange Fee Regulation
F?QA?NNCBRFCDCCQ 2FGQ
means lower costs to the
@CLCȏRMDKGJJGMLQMD#SPMNC?L
AMLQSKCPQ?LBPCR?GJCPQ JJ
elements of the Interchange
Fee Regulation are now fully
?NNJGA?@JC
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FOSTERING EFFICIENCY
ACROSS TRANSPORT MODES

@LJMBQFQFSB>KABȵ@FBKQQO>KPMLOQ
sector is important for both a wellfunctioning internal market and an open
economy integrated into the global
markets. The Commission has actively
promoted vibrant competition across all
transport modes.

Towards a more competitive
railway sector
In November 2016, the Commission
opened an investigation into the Czech
O>FIT>VFK@RJ?BKQŕBPHĸAOıEV > P 
ŕ" CLIILTFKDQEBFKPMB@QFLKP@>OOFBA
LRQ>QQEBMOBJFPBPLCŕ"FKMOFI ŕ"FP
the main railway operator in the Czech
Republic and until 2011 it was the only
rail company active on the Prague –
-PQO>S>OLRQB ȷBOQEBJ>OHBQBKQOFBP
of competing rail passenger companies
RegioJet in 2011 and LEO Express in
LKQEBÅO>DRBw-PQO>S>OLRQB ŕ"
PBBJPQLE>SBPFDKFȳ@>KQIVAB@OB>PBA
the prices it charged to passengers
on the route. While the Commission
welcomes vigorous price competition
QLQEB?BKBȳQLCM>PPBKDBOP FQE>P
@ROOBKQIV@LK@BOKPQE>Qŕ"J>VE>SB
charged prices that are so low that it
could not cover the costs of the service.
The Commission’s initial view is that
such practices can hinder competitors
from remaining in the market to the
detriment of passengers and would be
in breach of EU antitrust rules on the
abuse of a dominant position.

An example of successful
market opening
'L"CACK@CP RFC
Commission accepted
AMKKGRKCLRQMȎCPCB@WRFC
%CPK?LP?GJU?WGLASK@CLR
"CSRQAFC ?FLPCE?PBGLEGRQ
pricing system for traction
ASPPCLRG C RFCCJCARPGAGRWSQCB
for powering locomotives in
%CPK?LW 2FCK?GLNSPNMQC
of the commitments was to
CL?@JCCJCARPGAGRWNPMTGBCPQ
LMR@CJMLEGLERMRFC"CSRQAFC
?FL%PMSNRMCLRCPRFC
NPCTGMSQJWKMLMNMJGQCBK?PICR
for the supply of traction
ASPPCLRRMP?GJU?WSLBCPR?IGLEQ 
5FGJCRFCAMKKGRKCLRQUCPC
MPGEGL?JJWBSCRM?NNJWDMPȏTC
years, the decision provided
that they could end earlier if
GLMLCA?JCLB?PWC?PMTCPϤ
of the total traction current
BCK?LBMDLML "CSRQAFC ?FL
P?GJU?WSLBCPR?IGLEQUMSJB@C
QSNNJGCB@W?JRCPL?RGTCCLCPEW
NPMTGBCPQ
As this threshold was reached
GL GLNPGJRFC
Commission relieved Deutsche
?FLDPMKRFCAMKKGRKCLRQ 
The growth in the level of
AMKNCRGRGMLGLRFC%CPK?L
P?GJU?WNMUCPQSNNJWK?PICR
AMLȏPKQRF?RRFCAMKKGRKCLRQ
were successful at remedying
the Commission’s competition
AMLACPLQ 

In June 2017, the Commission
concluded that Greek measures to
support the restructuring of OSE, the
national rail infrastructure manager,
and TRAINOSE, the passenger and
freight rail transport operator, are in line
with EU State aid rules. In particular,

the Commission took into account the
AFȵ@RIQFBPQEB%OBBHO>FIT>VPB@QLOFP
facing and the importance of a wellfunctioning railway service for the
population. The measures will help
the two public rail companies become
JLOBBȵ@FBKQ>KAMOLSFAB?BQQBOPBOSF@B
to Greek passengers and business
customers, facilitating the future
privatisation of the companies and the
opening of the Greek railway sector to
competition.

Ensuring competition among
air carriers
In October 2016, the Commission
sent a Statement of Objections to
Brussels Airlines and TAP Portugal
on their codeshare cooperation of
2009 on passenger services between
Brussels and Lisbon. The Commission’s
L?GB@QFLKPOBI>QBQLQEBȳOPQQEOBBVB>OP
of the agreement.

What is a codeshare
agreement?
A codeshare agreement is
a commercial agreement
UFCPC@WRFC?GPJGLCMNCP?RGLE
?ȐGEFR?JJMUQ?LMRFCP?GPJGLC
RMK?PICRRFCȐGEFR?LBGQQSC
RGAICRQDMPGR ?QGDGRUCPC
MNCP?RGLERFCȐGEFRGRQCJD 
Codeshare partners also agree
on how they will compensate
each other for the seats they
QCJJMLRFCGPN?PRLCPQȐGEFRQ 
!MBCQF?PGLEA?L@PGLE@CLCȏRQ
for passengers in terms of
UGBCPLCRUMPIAMTCP?EC?LB
@CRRCPAMLLCARGMLQ 
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The Commission has concerns that in
this particular case Brussels Airlines
and TAP Portugal may have used their
codesharing to restrict competition
and harm passengers’ interests on the
Brussels-Lisbon route.
Under their codeshare agreement, the
two airlines granted each other the
right to sell an unlimited number of
seats in almost all categories (Business,
#@LKLJVLKB>@ELQEBO|PȴFDEQPLK
the Brussels-Lisbon route. Prior to the
agreement, Brussels Airlines and TAP
Portugal had operated competing
services on the route and were in
C>@QQEBLKIVQTL>FOIFKBPȴVFKDQEFP
route. The Commission’s preliminary
conclusion is that the agreement
eliminated competition on prices and

1GKNJGȏCB1R?RC?GBPSJCQ
for public investment in
ports and airports
'L+?W RFC!MKKGQQGML
extended the scope of the
%CLCP?J JMAI#VCKNRGML
0CESJ?RGML% #0RMNMPRQ?LB
?GPNMPRQ
QPCE?PBQ?GPNMPRQ +CK@CP
1R?RCQA?LLMUK?ICNS@JGA
investments in regional
airports handling up to
KGJJGMLN?QQCLECPQNCPWC?P
UGRFMSRNPGMPAMLRPMJ@WRFC
!MKKGQQGML 2FGQUGJJD?AGJGR?RC
NS@JGAGLTCQRKCLRGLKMPCRF?L
?GPNMPRQ?APMQQRFC#3
UFGAF?AAMSLRDMP?@MSRϤ
MD?GPRP?ȑ
A 2FC0CESJ?RGML
?JQM?JJMUQNS@JGA?SRFMPGRGCQ
to cover operating costs of
small airports handling up to
N?QQCLECPQNCPWC?P 
These small airports account for
almost half of all airports in the
#3@SRMLJW ϤMD?GPRP?ȑ
A 
5GRFPCE?PBRMNMPRQ +CK@CP
1R?RCQA?LLMUK?IC
NS@JGAGLTCQRKCLRQMDSNRM
KGJJGMLGLQC?NMPRQ?LB
SNRMKGJJGMLGLGLJ?LB
NMPRQUGRFMSRNPGMP?NNPMT?J@W
RFC!MKKGQQGML 

capacity between the two airlines
on the Brussels-Lisbon route and led
to higher prices and less choice for
consumers. The sending of a Statement
of Objections does not prejudge the
ȳK>ILRQ@LJBLCQEBFKSBPQFD>QFLK

Recent competition policy’s
developments in the maritime
transport sector
Container liner shipping is the transport
of containers by ship according to a
ȳUBAQFJBP@EBARIBLK>PMB@Fȳ@OLRQB
between a range of ports at one end
(e.g. Shanghai - Hong Kong - Singapore)
and another range of ports at the
other end (e.g. Rotterdam – Hamburg
- Southampton). More than half of EU
imports and exports are carried by sea,
of which around 40% is shipped in
containers.
In July 2016, the Commission adopted
a decision that renders legally binding
QEB@LJJFQJBKQPLȲBOBA?VCLROQBBK
container liner shipping companies.
The commitments addressed the
Commission’s concerns that the
companies’ practice of publishing their
intentions on future price increases
may have harmed competition and
@RPQLJBOP 1EB@LJJFQJBKQPLȲBOBA?V
the carriers aim to make prices for these
services more transparent and increase
competition.

Under the EU Merger Regulation, in
April 2017 the Commission cleared the
proposed acquisition of container liner
shipping company HSDG of Germany by
Maersk Line A/S of Denmark, subject to
conditions. The transaction concerned
two leading container liner shipping
companies. Maersk Line is the largest
container shipping company, while
HSDG is number nine worldwide. Like
several other carriers, Maersk Line
>KA&0"%LȲBOQEBFOPBOSF@BPLKQO>AB
routes through cooperation agreements
with other shipping companies, known
as “consortia” or “alliances”. These are
based on vessel sharing agreements
where members decide jointly on
capacity setting, scheduling and ports of
call, which are all important parameters
of competition.
The clearance is conditional upon the
TFQEAO>T>ILC&0"%COLJȳSB@LKPLOQF>
on trade routes. Such measures will
maintain a healthy level of competition
FKQEBJ>OHBQ QLQEB?BKBȳQLCQEB
many EU companies that depend on
these container shipping services. The
!LJJFPPFLKBU>JFKBAQEBBȲB@QPLCQEB
JBODBOLK@LJMBQFQFLKFKQEFPPMB@Fȳ@
market for container liner shipping on
seventeen trade routes connecting
Europe with the Americas, Asia, the
Middle East, Africa and Australia/
New Zealand.
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PROTECTING COMPETITION
IN A CHANGING
MANUFACTURING SECTOR
The Commission found out about this
cartel from MAN, which received full
FJJRKFQVCOLJȳKBP>P>OBPRIQ 1EB
ȳKBPCLOQEBLQEBOȳOJPTFIIDLFKQLQEB
EU budget and reduce the contributions
due from EU countries for membership
in the EU.
Trucks are a key means of inland
transport in Europe. In all, there are
some 30 million trucks on our roads. So
this cartel concerned an important part
of our economy. The cartel began in
1997 and continued for fourteen years,
until the Commission inspected the
companies in 2011.
Basic industries and manufacturing
are key to the European economy.
To ensure an economy and a society
where manufacturers, distributors and
consumers alike reap a fair share of
QEB?BKBȳQPLC>JLABOKPMB@F>IFPBA
economy, the entire value chain of such
products is subject to scrutiny under
EU competition rules. Where unfair
restrictions on the manufacturing or
distribution of these products to certain
customers or in certain areas within the
#2IB>AQL>OBAR@QFLKFKBȵ@FBK@V>KA
QLRKC>FO>@@OR>ILCQEB?BKBȳQPQLLKB
particular part of the value chain, to the
detriment of consumers in particular,
the role of the Commission is to remove
QEBPBRKC>FOOBPQOF@QFLKPQLQEB?BKBȳQ
of all.

The Commission imposes
RFCFGEFCQRCTCPȏLCDMP?
single cartel
On 19 July 2016 the Commission
>ALMQBA>AB@FPFLKFJMLPFKDȳKBP
of over €2.9 billion on leading truck
producers. They participated in a cartel
concerning medium and heavy trucks.
The producers concerned are MAN,
Daimler, DAF, Iveco and Volvo/Renault.
1EBPBȳSBMOLAR@BOPQLDBQEBO>@@LRKQ
for around nine out of every ten medium
and heavy trucks sold in Europe.

The Commission prohibits
HeidelbergCement and Schwenk’s
proposed takeover of Cemex
Croatia
On 5 April 2017 the Commission
prohibited the proposed takeover
of Cemex’s assets in Croatia by
HeidelbergCement and Schwenk. Had
the merger gone ahead, a bit less than
half of all cement bought in Croatia
would have come from the parties.
When it comes to cement, distance
matters. It is expensive to transport
over long distances. And it is harder for
distant suppliers to guarantee that it
will always be there when it is needed.
1E>QFPTEVQEBBȲB@QLCQEBQO>KP>@QFLK
TLRIAE>SBS>OFBAFKAFȲBOBKQM>OQPLC
Croatia. The Commission looked at the
BȲB@QLCQEBQ>HBLSBOLKQEBOBDFLK>I
cement markets.
1EBFKSBPQFD>QFLKPELTBAQE>Q >ȷBOQEB
merger, prices would have gone up. The
Commission reached this conclusion
>ȷBOE>SFKDPMLHBKTFQE@RPQLJBOP
and competitors, and reviewing internal
documents from the parties about what
QEBVBUMB@QBA>ȷBOQEBJBODBO >KA
>ȷBOE>SFKDALKB>KFK ABMQE>K>IVPFP
of the supply patterns in the market.
The Commission also concluded that
other competitors would not be able

What exactly did the truck
manufacturers do?
2FCRPSAINPMBSACPQ
coordinated increases in the
EPMQQJGQRNPGACQMDRPSAIQ 
UFGAF?PCRFC@?QGQDMPNPGAGLE
GLRFCRPSAIQK?LSD?ARSPGLE
GLBSQRPW 2FCRPSAINPMBSACPQ
also held discussions on how
to respond to the increasingly
strict European emissions
standards reducing the
?AACNR?@JCJGKGRQDMPCVF?SQR
CKGQQGMLQDPMKRPSAIQ 2FCW
coordinated the pricing for
the new technologies that
were needed to meet the
QRPGARCPQR?LB?PBQ RFCPC@W
QFGȓGLERFCAMQRQMDRFC
emission technologies
required to comply with
the emissions standards to
RFCAMLQSKCPQ 2FCRPSAI
producers also coordinated the
timing on when to introduce
new technologies; in other
words, delaying the launch
MDCLTGPMLKCLR?JJW DPGCLBJW
technology in agreement with
AMKNCRGRMPQ
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Navigating the next industrial revolution
Revolution

Year

What happened?

1

1784

Steam, water, mechanical production
equipment

2

1870

"GTGQGMLMDJ?@MSP CJCARPGAGRW 
mass production

3

1969

The computer, electronics and
the internet

4

?

to replace the competition that would
be lost. Either the competitors would
be located too far away or would face
LQEBOAFȵ@RIQFBPFKO>JMFKDRM@BJBKQ
sales in the relevant parts of Croatia.
So, the merger would have led to
higher prices for customers. And that is
precisely what the EU merger rules are
there to prevent. The Commission could
not allow the merger to go ahead unless
these serious problems were resolved.

The sixth cartel decision in the
car components sector since the
Commission’s investigations in this
sector began in 2012

2FC@?PPGCPQ@CRUCCLK?L
and machine dissolve

2FCPCGQQMKCAMLQCLQSQRF?RDMSPGLBSQRPG?JPCTMJSRGMLQA?L@C
?QQMAG?RCBUGRFLCURCAFLMJMEGA?JU?TCQ 'LLMT?RGMLQPCJ?RCBRMQRC?K
NMUCP AMRRML QRCCJ ?LBP?GJU?WQFCJNCBRMEGTCSQRFCȏPQRGLBSQRPG?J
PCTMJSRGMLMDK?QQNPMBSARGML?LBKCAF?LGQ?RGML 2FCQCAMLBU?Q
RPGEECPCB@WRFCGLRPMBSARGMLMDCJCARPGAGRW FC?TW?LBKCAF?LGA?J
CLEGLCCPGLE?LBQWLRFCRGAAFCKGQRPW 2FCRFGPBU?QRPGEECPCB@W
GLLMT?RGMLQGLCJCARPMLGAQ?LBAMKNSRCPQ NCRPMAFCKGA?JQ?LB?CPMQN?AC 
xLBUF?R?@MSRRFCDMSPRF0GEFRLMU ?FMQRMDLCURCAFLMJMEGCQ?PC
BPGTGLE?U?TCMDGLLMT?RGMLRF?RR?ICQSQGLRM?LCU?EC 2FGLIMDRFC
GLRCPLCR L?LMRCAFLMJMEW @GMQAGCLAC CJCARPMLGAQ NFMRMLGAQ ?BT?LACB
K?RCPG?JQ?LBPCLCU?@JCCLCPEGCQ 
5CQCCLCURCAFLMJMEGCQGLGRG?RGLELCUQCARMPQMPSNEP?BGLEMJBMLCQ !MPC
RMRFGQGQRFCQWK@GMQGQ@CRUCCLRP?BGRGML?JK?LSD?ARSPGLE?LBQCPTGACQ 
RFPMSEFNPMACQQCQMD|QCPTGRGQ?RGML}x+?LSD?ARSPGLEȏPKQGLAPC?QGLEJW
SQCQCPTGACQGLRFCGPNPMBSARGMLNPMACQQ ?LBRFCBGQRGLARGML@CRUCCL
K?LSD?ARSPGLE?LBQCPTGAC?ARGTGRGCQF?Q@CAMKCGLAPC?QGLEJW@JSPPW 
Source: World Economic Forum

On 8 March 2017 the Commission
AB@FABAQLȳKBPFUPRMMIFBOPLC@>O
parts around €155 million for their
participation in four cartels. These
suppliers are Denso, Valeo, Behr,
Sanden, Panasonic and Calsonic. The
cartels concerned air conditioning and
engine cooling components for cars.
+LOBPMB@Fȳ@>IIV QEBV@LK@BOKBAJ>FK
parts needed in a car to maintain
the right temperature for both the
passengers and the engine.
0MB@Fȳ@>IIV QEBPFUPRMMIFBOP@LLOAFK>QBA
prices or markets, and exchanged
sensitive information on the sale of
the components they supplied to car
manufacturers in Europe. As a result, car
manufacturers may have been harmed
AFOB@QIV >KAȳK>I@LKPRJBOPJ>VE>SB
been harmed indirectly when buying cars.
Coordination between the six suppliers
took place in Europe but also in Asia.

!?PRCJȏLCQGKNMQCB@WRFC!MKKGQQGML
(total amount in million euros per year)
4 000
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Amounts corrected for changes
(incl. corrections following amendment
decisions) and judgments of the Courts
(General Court and European Court of
Justice) and only considering cartel
infringements under Article 101 TFEU.

1 000
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1MSPACDirectorate-General for Competition.
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DEVELOPING
A GLOBAL COMPETITION CULTURE

Competition enforcers face new
challenges and a special responsibility
in the age of globalisation. The
liberalisation of trade and the global
economy have improved living
conditions and prospects for countless
people across the world. At the same
time, this historic change has created a
number of unprecedented challenges.
Policymakers need to make sure that
everyone can get a fair share of the
?BKBȳQPLCDIL?>IQO>AB
Sound competition enforcement
protects the interests of the many
against the wrongdoings of the few.
Also, it can show to the people that fair
and open markets can be managed well,
thanks to action by public authorities.
The value chains that span the globe
@>KTLOHQLQEB?BKBȳQLC>II>KA?B
sustainable only thanks to commonly
agreed and peacefully enforced rules.

The importance of cooperation
As world markets continue to integrate
and more and more companies rely
on global value chains, competition
agencies need to agree on common
standards and procedures more than
BSBO?BCLOB #ȲB@QFSBIVBKCLO@FKD
competition rules depends to a growing
extent on cooperation with other

enforcers. When the business practices
of a company or group of companies
E>OJ@LJMBQFQFLKFKAFȲBOBKQ@LRKQOFBP
and continents, fair and level market
conditions can only be restored by
authorities playing as a team.

Commissioner Vestager:
QAMKNCRGRGMLCLDMPACPQ 
we have an important role
RMNJ?W 5CLCCBRMFCJN
K?ICQSPCRF?RDPCCRP?BC
?LBMNCLK?PICRQUMPIDMP
CTCPWMLC x5C?JJILMURF?R
among competitors, too much
cooperation can get you in
RPMS@JC $MPSQ?QCLDMPACPQ 
RFCMNNMQGRCGQRPSC 5CUGJJ
ECRGLRMRPMS@JCGDUCBMLR
AMMNCP?RC
“Meeting the challenges of
EJM@?JGQ?RGMLRMECRFCP}z1NCCAF
given at the International
!MKNCRGRGML,CRUMPILLS?J
!MLDCPCLAC .MPRM +?W
FRRNQ CA CSPMN? CS AMKKGQQGML
AMKKGQQGMLCPQ  
TCQR?ECP ?LLMSLACKCLRQ
KCCRGLE AF?JJCLECQ EJM@?JGQ?RGML
together_en

Working together to make competition
rules and policies more consistent
wTE>QFPLȷBK@>IIBA{@LKSBODBK@B|w
does not entail a so-called ‘do as I
do’ approach, nor is it a goal in itself.
Convergence is a means to minimise the
OFPHLC@LKȴF@QFKDLRQ@LJBP 

Competition authorities across
the world playing as a team
Playing as a team is particularly
important when large multinational
corporations decide to join forces and
seek the green light from a number of
competition authorities. For instance, a
merger like the one between AB InBev
>KA0 +FIIBOT>PKLQFȳBAFK
QL>RQELOFQFBPLKPFUAFȲBOBKQ
@LKQFKBKQP "BQB@QFKD>KAȳKFKDQEB
cartels in the car parts industry, one of
the largest global cartel investigations,
also required worldwide coordination
BȲLOQPCOLJQEBQFJFKDLCQEB
investigations, so that a dawn raid in
one country could not give the signal for
companies in another country to destroy
evidence, to issues such as how to
ABQBOJFKBQEBSLIRJBLCP>IBP>ȲB@QBA
by the cartels. Between 2010 and
2015, the Commission cooperated
with non-EU authorities in over half
of all decisions taken.
The Commission has been at the
forefront of international cooperation
FKQEB@LJMBQFQFLKȳBIA ?LQELKQEB
multilateral and bilateral levels. Back
in 2001, the Commission was among
the 14 founding members of the
International Competition Network
(ICN), which now counts more than
130 members. The Commission is also
active in all international fora devoted
to competition, including the OECD,
UNCTAD, the WTO, and the World Bank.
As to bilateral cooperation, the formal
agreement with the US dates back
more than two decades. In the course
of the years, agreements have been
signed with Canada, Switzerland, Japan,
and Korea. Concerning Canada, in
particular, in June 2016 the Commission
submitted to the Council its proposal
for a second generation agreement
to share evidence and information
in competition proceedings and
requested the Council to authorise
the Commission to sign the agreement.
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The possibility to exchange such
evidence would improve cooperation
between the two competition
authorities in all competition cases
TEF@E>ȲB@Q?LQEJ>OHBQP ,BDLQF>QFLKP
for a similar agreement with Japan
will start soon, as the Commission has
received the Council’s authorisaton to
start the formal negotiations.

!MMNCP?RGMLCȎMPRQBMLMRMLJW
cover established agencies, but
also new and emerging ones
The Commission also has signed
Memoranda of Understanding with the
Russian Federation, India, Brazil, China
and – since last year – with South
Africa. In 2016/17 additional work
strands concern the establishment of
cooperation channels as part of free
trade agreements with the agencies
of Tunisia, Japan, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Mexico and Indonesia, opening of new
channels with the Philippines and reopening of the dialogue with Mercosur.
In June 2017 the Commission signed
a Memorandum of Understanding with
China’s National Development and
Reform Commission. This will start
a dialogue on State aid control and
will be used to share with China the
Commission’s experience on enforcing
State aid rules.
Looking at Europe’s neighbourhood ,
the Commission assists in preparing
potential candidate and candidate
countries to join the EU and in the
implementation of the competition
provisions included in recent free
trade agreements with neighbouring
countries. It is involved in negotiating
the necessary implementing rules to
QEFPBȲB@QTFQE1RKFPF>>KA+LOL@@L >P
well as monitoring the implementation
of the EU competition acquis, including
the State aid rules, in countries such
as Serbia and Montenegro as well as
Ukraine and Moldova.

Upholding a constructive
inter-institutional dialogue
2FC!MKKGQQGMLQCȎMPRQ
to promote a competition
ASJRSPCDMASQ@MRFMSRQGBC?LB
GLQGBC#SPMNC?L@MPBCPQ 2FC
Commission, including the
Commissioner for Competition,
is fully committed to fruitful
and constructive dialogue with
RFCMRFCP#SPMNC?LGLQRGRSRGMLQ 
The European Parliament, the
Council and the consultative
AMKKGRRCCQ UGRFRFCGPQNCAGȏA
PMJCQTGQ İ TGQ#SPMNC?LAGRGXCLQ
?LBQR?ICFMJBCPQ ?PCGKNMPR?LR
partners in the dialogue on
AMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAW
-L$C@PS?PW RFC
European Parliament adopted
a Resolution on the Annual
Report on EU Competition Policy
 ',' 2FC0CQMJSRGML
AMLȏPKQRFCMTCP?JJQSNNMPRMD
the Parliament for competition
policy, recognizing competition
policy as an essential instrument
for the integrity of the
GLRCPL?JK?PICR?LB?KC?LQ
of safeguarding European
BCKMAP?AW 
The Resolution includes a
LSK@CPMDPCOSCQRQDMPRFC
!MKKGQQGMLRM?AR?LB MPNPMTGBC
QNCAGȏAGLDMPK?RGMLML?UGBC
P?LECMDQS@HCARQ EGTGLEQNCAG?J
attention to the Commission’s

activities in the area of taxation,
BGEGR?JCAMLMKW @?LIGLEQCARMP 
agriculture and food supply
chain, energy, transport and
other sectors, as well as on
the international dimension of
AMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAW 
As part of her structured
dialogue with Parliament,
!MKKGQQGMLCP4CQR?ECPF?B
exchanges with the Committee
on Economic and Monetary
Ȏ?GPQ#!-,GL-ARM@CP
?LBGL+?PAF
The Commission also welcomes
the interest of the European
Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the
0CEGMLQGLAMKNCRGRGMLNMJGAW 
The Economic and Social
Committee adopted an Opinion
on the Report on Competition
.MJGAW',2  !#1#
 GL-ARM@CP
2016, and an Opinion on the
Enforcement of competition
PSJCQGL(SJW !MKKGQQGMLCP
4CQR?ECPN?PRGAGN?RCBGLRFC
plenary meeting of the Economic
and Social Committee on
(SJW
The Committee of the Regions
adopted an Opinion on State
GB?LB1CPTGACQMD%CLCP?J
#AMLMKGA'LRCPCQR!"0
 GL-ARM@CP 
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LEARNING FROM THE PAST
AND REACHING OUT
TO THE FUTURE
Evidence-based competition
policy-making
In recent years, the Commission
has considerably strengthened its
ex post evaluation function in the
@LJMBQFQFLKȳBIA FKLOABO?BQQBOQL
document the impact of competition
policy enforcement on market
functioning and consumer welfare,
as well as to improve the quality
and transparency of evidence-based
decision-making.
The Commission also publishes several
PQRAFBP@LK@BOKFKDPB@QLO PMB@Fȳ@>KA
FKPQORJBKQ PMB@Fȳ@>PMB@QPLC#2
competition policy.
In addition, the Commission has also
published several studies investigating
QEBBȲB@QPLCFQP@LJMBQFQFLKMLIF@V
interventions at the micro-, sector,
policy and macro-levels. The microstudies include ex post evaluations
of individual merger, antitrust and
State aid decisions. The sector
studies take a somewhat wider
perspective and assess the impact
of Commission decisions in selected
sectors (i.e. energy and telecoms). The
MLIF@VPQRAFBPCL@RPLKQEBBȲB@QFSB
application of certain policy concepts
B D DBLDO>MEF@J>OHBQABȳKFQFLK
in mergers or the passing-on of
overcharges in antitrust), while the

macro studies look into the broader
impact of EU competition policy at the
macroeconomic level. (1)

Ex Post

Listening to citizens and
stakeholders
The Commission wants to hear citizens’
>KAPQ>HBELIABOP|SFBTP>KAOBȴB@Q
them in its decisions when it makes and
updates EU laws. This is an important
goal of the better regulation agenda.
There are various opportunities to
contribute to EU law-making as it evolves
– from the preparation phase through to
proposals for new laws and evaluations
of how existing laws are performing.
Through open public consultations,
>KVLKB@>KBUMOBPPSFBTPLKPMB@Fȳ@
aspects of a policy initiative before the
!LJJFPPFLKȳK>IFPBPFQPTLOH 0LJB
public consultations concern the impact
assessments of Commission proposals,
which cover the issues to be tackled,
whether action should be taken at
#2IBSBI >KAQEBMLQBKQF>IBȲB@QPLC
AFȲBOBKQPLIRQFLKPLRQIFKBA 1EOLRDELMBK
public consultations it is also possible to
contribute to evaluations on how existing
rules are performing in practice.

Communicating in 2016

6 public consultations open to citizens
and stakeholders
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/
consultations/open.html

7 studies on competition policy aspects
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/
publications/reports_en.html

23 speeches by Commissioner
Margrethe Vestager
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/
commissioners/2014-2019/vestager/
announcements_en

(1) See e.g. Journal of Competition Law & Economics,
Volume 13, Issue 2, 1 June 2017, Pages 225–260,
https://doi.org/10.1093/joclec/nhx015.

192 Tweets
2 035 900 Impressions (number of
tweets delivered to accounts)

70 570ÅOLȳIB3FPFQP
2 595 Mentions
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!MKNCRGRGMLNMJGAWȏESPCQz 

Antitrust and cartels output, 2006-2016
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Getting in touch with the EU
In person
All over the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Direct information centres.
6LR@>KȳKAQEB>AAOBPPLCQEB@BKQOBKB>OBPQVLR>Qhttp://europa.eu/contact

On the phone or by email
Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union.
You can contact this service:
– by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls),
– at the following standard number: +32 22999696 or
– by email via: http://europa.eu/contact

Finding information about the EU
Online
'KCLOJ>QFLK>?LRQQEB#ROLMB>K2KFLKFK>IIQEBLȵ@F>II>KDR>DBPLCQEB#2
is available on the Europa website at: http://europa.eu

EU publications
You can download or order free and priced EU publications from EU Bookshop
at: http://publications.europa.eu/eubookshop. Multiple copies of free publications
may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local information centre
(see http://europa.eu/contact).

EU law and related documents
For access to legal information from the EU, including all EU law since 1951 in
>IIQEBLȵ@F>II>KDR>DBSBOPFLKP DLQL#2/ *BU>Qhttp://eur-lex.europa.eu

Open data from the EU
The EU Open Data Portal (http://data.europa.eu/euodp) provides access to datasets
from the EU. Data can be downloaded and reused for free, both for commercial and
non-commercial purposes.
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WHISTLEBLOWING:
Report anonymously uncompetitive practices and cartels
Phone: +32-2-29 74800 (Mo-Fr 9:00 – 17:00)
E-Mail: comp-whistleblower@ec.europa.eu
Online: http://ec.europa.eu/competition/cartels/whistleblower/
index.html

